
ATHENS AND STYMPHALOS: IG II2, 144+ 

(PLATES 7 1-76) 

T' HE INSCRIPTION published as IG 112, 144 has an interesting history, and presents 
a number of problems for the epigraphist.' 

In 1860 there was published an inscription fragment that became IG II, 533 in the first 
edition of the Corpus and IG 112, 635 in the Editio Minor, by which time scholars had lost 
sight of the stone.2 In 1952 G. A. Stamires pointed out that this fragment was, in fact, 
E.M. 7091, which had been discovered by A. Wilhelm in the storerooms of the Epigraphic 
Collection and had been attributed by him to the same stele as that to which belonged three 
other published, as well as several unpublished, fragments: the whole collection was re- 
published from Wilhelm's notes as IG 112, 144, fragments a to 1.3 E.M. 7091 was there 
designated as fragment 1, but Stamires rejected Wilhelm's attribution of it, on the grounds 
that the treatment of its edge was not in conformity with that of any other fragment of this 
stele.4 Stamires also identified two other early finds, both originally published in 1877,5 as 
probable fragments of this stele: these had been republished in the Editio Minor as IG 112, 

318 and 319. IG 112, 319 is actually E.M. 7095, which Wilhelm had thought to be un- 
published and had attributed to IG 112, 144 as fragmentf; IG 112, 318 remains lost, and it is 
thus impossible to confirm or deny Stamires' attribution of it to the same stele as all the 
other fragments. 

I I am grateful to Mrs. C. Peppas-Delmousou, the Director of the Epigraphic Museum in Athens, and to 
her Assistant, Mrs. Ch. Karapa-Molisani, for permission to study and to republish the EM fragments. I am 
also grateful to Professor H. A. Thompson, the Director Emeritus of the Agora Excavations of the American 
School of Classical Studies in Athens, for permission to study and republish the Agora Fragment I 2025 and to 
publish for the first time the Agora Fragments I 5278, I 5751, and I 5803. Photographs of all the existing 
fragments have been provided by the authorities concerned. I am indebted to Professor D. M. Lewis and to 
Mr. A. G. Woodhead for their advice. Some of the conclusions embodied herein were first delivered in a 
different form at the General Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America in Washington, D.C., in 
December, 1985. 

Special abbreviations used herein are as follows: 
Cohen = E. E. Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts, Princeton 1973 
Gauthier = P. Gauthier, Symbola. Les e'trangers et la justice dans les cite's grecques, Nancy 1972 
Staatsv. = Die Staatsvertrage des Altertums, II, Die Vertrage der griechisch-romische Welt von 700 bis 

338 v.Chr., H. Bengtson, ed., Munich and Berlin 1962; III, Die Vertrdge dergriechisch- 
romische Welt von 338 bis 200 v.Chr., H. H. Schmitt, ed., Munich 1969 

Naucle'res = J. Velissaropoulos, Les naucle'res grecs, Geneva/Paris 1980 
Ziegler = W. Ziegler, Symbolai und Asylia (diss. Bonn, 1975) 

2 First published by K. S. Pittakys, 'E4'ApX 53, 1860, no. 3717. 
3Wilhelm reported the association in Jahreshefte der osterreichischen Institutes im Wien 1,1898, Beiblatt, 

p. 45, but never published a full text. The inscription has attracted little sustained interest since then. 
4 G. A. Stamires, nloX4Eukov 5, 1952-1955, pp. 153-157. In fact, the treatment of the left lateral is in con- 

formity with that of other edge fragments from this stele; more serious objections to this attribution are based 
upon the script and its spacing (see below, pp. 345-348). 

5First published as IG II, 502 and 503. 
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In 1957 A. G. Woodhead identified yet another fragment, which had been found in the 
1934 excavations of the Athenian Agora (inv. no. I 2025), as part of IG 112, 144.6 This new 
fragment provided the first indication of the date and identity of this document: it is a series 
of commercial and diplomatic provisions agreed to mutually by Athens and the Arcadian 
city Stymphalos, probably around 368 B.C. 

In 1982 Mrs. C. Peppas-Delmousou observed that fragments a (E.M. 7097) and d 
(E.M. 7098) of IG 112, 144 joined, an observation that was independently confirmed by me 
in 1985. 

In 1983 I identified two further fragments from the Athenian Agora as parts of this 
same stele (I 5803 and I 5278, deriving respectively from the obverse and from the reverse 
faces) and added another obverse fragment (I 5751) in 1985. Also in 1985, I confirmed that 
IG1 J2, 305 (E.M. 2673) almost certainly belonged to the obverse face, as D. M. Lewis and I 
had conjectured earlier independently of each other. 

No editor has attempted, so far, to reconstruct this document in any but the most gene- 
ral terms: it is not even known, for instance, what were the line length or original dimen- 
sions of the stele, nor which face was the obverse and which the reverse. 

Now, however, if all 17 fragments do derive from the same stele, it should be possible to 
arrive at the approximate position on the stone of most, if not all, of the fragments, as a 
result of an examination of their physical condition, dimensions, letter forms, letter height, 
and horizontal and vertical spacing, even though there is no certain physical join, nor even 
any strong ground for a hypothetical association through restorations, between any of the 
fragments (except, of course, E.M. 7097 and E.M. 7098).7 

A new examination of this document has therefore been undertaken by me, and, as a 
result, I have renumbered all the published fragments, adding in the four new fragments 
where appropriate, and have reversed the order assigned by earlier editors to the two in- 
scribed faces, for reasons that will become apparent later. 

For convenience, I repeat the physical data on the previously published fragments, to- 
gether with photographs of all but the lost stone IG 112, 318. 

THE FRAGMENTS 
Seventeen non-joining fragments of an opisthographic stele of bluish white, Pentelic mar- 
ble, found at different times and places.8 

6 A. G. Woodhead, "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia 26,1957 (pp. 221-236), pp. 223-225, no. 84 ( SEG 
XVII, 18). 

7 Nevertheless, I argue (below, pp. 345-348) that the pattern of variations in the vertical spacing is so dis- 
tinctive that the repetition of the same pattern on two or more fragments can be used as a means of associating 
them, especially when possible contextual links can be discerned on the same fragments. 

8 The evidence of the findspots suggests that the stele was originally placed upon the Akropolis, whence 
several of its fragments were subsequently removed after its initial destruction. At least one other symbola 
document (SEG XVII, 17: the Troizen decree) was also opisthographic and was set up on the Akropolis. The 
opisthographic nature of the documents suggests that they must have been erected at some spot where both 
faces could be seen and consulted without difficulty; indeed, their purpose was clearly to compare and to 
integrate the law codes of the contracting cities, so that, in effect, they served as joint law codes. I wonder, 
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Fragment a (Pls. 71, 74). 
Left lateral partially preserved, though severely abraded, together with both inscribed faces. 

The stone is badly damaged by acid, so that the inscribed faces are in very friable condition: much 
less is visible today than was seen by previous editors. Provenance unknown. Ed. princeps, IG JJ2, 
144c. 

P.H. 0.348 m.; p.W. 0.236 m.; Th. 0.148 m. 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.012 m. to 0.016 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.011 m. to 0.013 m. 
L.H., Face B, 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0155 m. to 0.0175 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.016 m. to 0.017 m. 
E.M. 64 

Fragments b+c. 
Fragment b joins the upper left side of fragment c, well below the surface of either face. 

Fragment b (Pls. 72, 75). 
Broken all around. Parts of both inscribed faces are preserved. Provenance unknown. Ed. prin- 
ceps, IG 112-, 144d. 

PH. 0.4136 m.; p.W. 0)..098 im.; Th. 0.148 m. 
E.M. 7097 

Fragment c (Pls. 72, 74). 
Broken all around. Parts of both inscribed faces are preserved. Found on the Akropolis in 1855. 
Ed. princeps, A. R. Rangabe, Antiquites helleniques II, Athens 1855, p. 231, no. 593 ( IC J12, 

144a). 
P.H. 0.328 m.; p.W. 0.176 m.; Th. 0.148 m. (top)-0.0149 m. (bottom). 
E.M. 7098 

Combined dimensions, fragments b and c. 
P.H. 0.405 m.; p.W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.148-0.149m. 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.011 m. to 0.0125 mi., 

and vertical checker varying from 0.011 m. to 0.0135 ml 
Face B, 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.015 m. to 0.018 m. and 
vertical checker varying from 0.016 m. to 0.018 m. 

Fragment d (Pls. 71, 75). 
Right lateral and both inscribed faces preserved. Found in the Athenian Agora amongst mar- 

bles collected from the south central part of the Market Square (O 11), in November 1934. Ed. 
princeps, A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia 26, 1957, pp. 223-225, no. 84 ( SEG XVII, 18). 

P.H. 0.136 m.; p.W. 0.098 m.; Th. 0.148 m. 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0115 m. to 0.013 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.0115 m. to 0.013 m. 
L.H., Face B, 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.016 m. to 0.018 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.01 55 m. to 0.017 m. 
Agora Excavations Inv. No. I 2025 

therefore, whether these and similar documents were all collected in the same place, perhaps as a wall of stelai 
(and so similar in form and purpose to the walls on which were inscribed the Law Code of Nikomachos at the 
end of the 5th century B.C. [SEG XV, 114]. See also footnote 37 below). 
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Fragment e (P1. 71). 
Broken all around and at the back. Obverse face preserved. Found on May 6, 1939 in a Byzan- 

tine context west of the Panathenaic Way and the Eleusinion (S 20). Unpublished. 
P.H. 0.204 m.; p.W. 0.132 m.; p.Th. 0.053 m. 
L.H. 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.012 m. to 0.0128 m. and verti- 
cal checker varying from 0.0125 m. to 0.013 m. 
Agora Excavations Inv. No. I 5803 

Fragmentf (Pl. 72). 
Broken all around and at the back. Obverse face preserved. Contrary to what is implied in IG 

112, the left edge is not preserved. Found on the Akropolis in 1895. Ed. princeps, IG II 5, 135d 
(=IG 112, 144i). 

P.H. 0.187 m.; p.W. 0.212 m.; p.Th. 0.121 m. 
L.H., 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.011 m. to 0.013 m. and verti- 
cal checker varying from 0.012 m. to 0.013 m. 
E.M. 7101 

Fragment g (P1. 72). 
Broken all around and at the back. Obverse face preserved. Found in a modern wall on March 

31, 1939, at the foot of the Areiopagos (Q 22). Unpublished. 
P.H. 0.112 m.; p.W. 0.085 m.; p.Th. 0.090 m. 
L.H. 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0135 m. to 0.014 m. and verti- 
cal checker varying from 0.0 12 m. to 0.0135 m. 
Agora Excavations Inv. No. I 5751 

Fragment h (Pls. 73, 74). 
Right lateral and both inscribed faces preserved. Found on the Akropolis in 1855. The right 

lateral is not quite at right angles to the face but undercuts it slightly. Obverse right margin, 0.01 m.; 
reverse left margin, 0.012 m. (top) to 0.013 m. (bottom). Ed. princeps, A. R. Rangabe, Antiquites 
helleniques II, Athens 1855, p. 231, no. 631 ( IC J12, 144b). 

P.H. 0.218 m.; p.W. 0.1 Om.; Th. 0.149 m. 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0125 m. to 0.0165 m. 
and vertical checker of 0.014 m. 
L.H., Face B, 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.016 m. to 0.0165 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.0145 m. to 0.018 m. 
E.M. 7099 

Fragment i (P1. 73). 
Obverse face preserved, although badly damaged by acid. Part of reverse face also preserved (at 

the bottom) and seems to be uninscribed. The left side is probably original, though badly corroded 
by acid. Found on the Akropolis after 1895. Fd. princeps, IG 112, 305. 

P.H. 0.385 m.; p.W. 0.220 m.; Th. 0.154 m. (left) to 0.156 m. (right). 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.01 m. to 0.012 m. and 
vertical checker varying from 0.012 m. to 0.0135 m. 
E.M. 2673 

Fragmentj (Pls. 73, 75). 
Right lateral and obverse face preserved. Provenance unknown. The right lateral bears a 
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projecting flange 0.017 m. in width at the bottom. The face of this flange is uninscribed. Above this 
flange, the side very slightly undercuts the obverse face. The obverse margin is 0.014 m. at the top 
and can be calculated as 0.015 m. at the bottom, after making allowance for the flange. Ed. princeps, 
IG 112, 144k. 

P.H. 0.174 m.; p.W. 0.152 m.; p.Th. 0.153 m 
L.H., Face A, 0.006-0.007 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.012 m. to 0.013 m. 
and vertical checker varying from 0.011 m. to 0.013 m. 
E.M. 7092 

Fragment k (PI. 75). 
Broken all around and at the back. Reverse face preserved but acid damaged and badly abraded. 

Provenance unknown. Ed. princeps, IG JJ2, 144h. 
P.H. 0.09 m.; p.W. 0.09 m.; p.Th. 0.051 m. 
L.H., Face B, 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker of 0.017 m. and vertical checker of 
0.017 m. 
E.M. 7093 

Fragment 1 (P1. 75). 
Broken all around and at the back. Reverse face preserved but acid damaged and badly abraded. 

Provenance unknown. Ed. princeps, IG 112, 144g. 
P.H. 0.248 m.; p.W. 0.146 m.; p.Th. 0.11 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.015 m. to 0.0165 m. and verti- 
cal checker varying from 0.015 m. to 0.017 m. 
E.M. 7094 

Fragment m (P1. 76). 
Broken all around and at the back. Reverse face preserved but acid damaged and badly abraded. 

Provenance unknown. Ed. princeps, IG 112, 144e. 
P.H. 0.192 m.; p.W. 0.072 m.; p.Th. 0.063 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0 16 m. to 0.017 m. and vertical 
checker varying from 0.0155 m. to 0.019 m. 
E.M. 7096 

Fragment n (P1. 76). 
Broken all around and at the back. Reverse face preserved. Found on the Akropolis. Ed. prin- 

ceps, IG II, 503 (= IG 112, 319; also published, as if for the first time, as IG 112, 144f). 
P.H. 0.152 i.; p.W. 0.119 m.; p.Th. 0.112 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.0155 m. to 0.018 m. and 
vertical checker varying from 0.0155 m. to 0.019 m. 
E.M. 7095 

Fragment o (P1. 76). 
Broken all around and at the back. Reverse face preserved. Found on March 1, 1938, in late fill 

west of the Late Roman Fortification at the north foot of the Akropolis (T 23). Unpublished. 
P.H. 0.082 m.; p.W. 0.047 m.; p.Th. 0.04 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker of 0.0155 m. and vertical checker varying 
from 0.015 m. to 0.016 m. 
Agora Excavations Inv. No. I 5278 
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FRAGMENTS DOUBTFULLY ATTRIBUTED TO THE STELE 

Fragment p (P1. 76). 
Left lateral and reverse face preserved. Found in 1858 on the Akro.polis. Left margin, 0.01 1 m. 

The left side is not quite at right angles to the face but overcuts it slightly. Ed. princeps, K. S. 
Pittakys, 'EP'ApX 53, 1860, no. 3717 ( = IG 112, 1441; also published as IG 112, 635). 

P.H. 0.121 m.; p.W. 0.086 m.; p.Th. 0.041 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.0075 m.; stoichedon, with horizontal checker varying from 0.013 m. to 0.0165 m. and 
vertical checker varying from 0.013 m. to 0.016 m. 
E.M. 7091 

Fragment q. 
Found on the Akropolis before 1873 and now lost. Ed. princeps, IG II, 502 (= IG 112, 318). It 

was tentatively assigned to IG JJ2, 144 by G. A. Stamires.9 
The order in which the texts of the fragments are arranged here corresponds with that sug- 

gested below as a result, first of all, of my discussion of the physical characteristics of the stele, 
secondarily, of the script and spacing on both faces, and, finally, of such contextual links as may be 
established with any certainty. Face A: a, b+c, d, e,f, g, h, i, andj; Face B: a and k, followed by b+c, 
1, d, m, h, n, o, and i; fragment p is doubtfully assigned to Face B; fragment q, if it belongs, may come 
from either face. 

N.B. Those parts of fragments a (both faces) and i (obverse) that survive today are underlined in the 
following edition of the text; the remainder for these fragments is based on, Wilhelm's readings (see 
Epigraphical Commentary, ad loc.). 

9 Op. cit. (footnote 4 above). 
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FACE A 

ca. 368 B.C. ITOIX. 

a. ------- _________ 

[.]....0 ovorp[?--------________ 
a..--------tb-a[?-------------------------------] 

-. . -p]o-- TE-[------------------------------] 
5 [.3. t]rt]a?9torvE[?----------------------------? 

[.A .]rBjv [A]EvOE'pav L[?______________ 

3. ]rOVnST TL 7T0L7 - - ? 

[....] 'AOvat Kara yE[ypa?------------ 

1 0 [. . .5. . ]L 7pocTELvaL b[?--------------- 
[.E tAO t]avaP a'7rotv[ ----------------------------] 

. ] - I I a,va[?-----------------------------? 

b. 

'AO 'vaC]e[ Ka-a-y--ypa--------------------------] 

10..5 t O^vt8'[ ------------------------------______ __ 

C. [?---]o]] ] ]]]][?------------ 
?]-------ov[?----__________ 

5[?-----]ELva[?--____ _______ 

[Aqva'o --------] To[s -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -]-- 

....[ ---IIaj--- ----]a[---------------------------] 
--[--------------- rH ---------------------------] 

10 [--------------]pa ---------------------------- 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -_________________] - ---- 

C. [------- ]>[--------------------------- I 

5 -------------- yEtva[--------------------------- I 

15 [?-------------?]Ot[--------------------------I 

-------------- ]TaE'r[t ---------------------------]I 

? ------------IKara[-------------------------?I 
? E7-----TL/.]EA7)a[?----__________ 

20 [-------------]avT[?--------------------------I 
?ao-------------vIa @ o[?-------------___________ 
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? ------------]atL rb 4i[rktoa -?-?-?-?--------_ 
? -?-- -?-']--a-b'av-[?-- 

[-----------------tt----------------------------- 25 [-------------------------------------------- 

d. 
[------------------------------ ]1[ ...6... ]0[. .8... 

[---------------------------------- In[ ..... 
[----------------][..................................3.. 9z 

?-----------------------------]a [']rws, 'av rp[. 6 

5 I- -------------------]O[.]4[. .]NH[ .... 8 

?_______________ ]I~IZ[I]j[. .O18 
[---------------------------- ]0[ .................................1 

?~~________]AAA[i3.]I[ .- ?]A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[. 3 12. 

[--------------------------- ] [ ...................... z 

10 --------------------------- ...] 

------------------------------ ]Q}MEA1[.]E[]E[. ...] 

----------------------------- N#EM[. ] 

[- r]^s. rpwrs T 4E'pa]- 

[s?-----------------------------?av]T9?v 8o-rt? I.. 5..] 

15 ---------------------------- - v [. . ..] 

?-----------------------------------]apas bE[....... 
[------------------------]$ 0..3.]ND Q..... 
-]---------PA--------------------- 5..]APA[... 5..] 

?----------------------------?A[.?....]Z[......I 
20 ------------_------------------------- ]A[..][. 

[----------------------------------- ]TY(DA[.]1[..] 
?]------------[--- ------------ o- a[.][. 

--------------------------------------[-]-[..] 

e. ---------------- ------------------------------ 

?-?-?-?-?ro--vs]ptafEv[ovs? ----------------------? 

[--?------ Ka ?]aytyVWTK[?------------------------I 

[-----------]a Tas rpa[Ets -?-?------------------- 

[-------?XpL] aov AVO[t?------------------------I 

5 [ ? a ]LocpE'vr[? 
?------- ']K'Ios~ ov[?----_________ 

?---------- -V] OEpEL 
I 

TE[? 

-------------]t-av bpa[7Er? -?-?------------------ 

?-----------] ------------------------]I 
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10 [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - T]'v 'i'[pav? -------------------- 

[----------------]Q.I------------------------] 

?--------ro-s -pa-o[as------------------------- 

?-------o--E]-Ao--vr -yboo?-------------------- 
[--- o- --rpar]yo Kara s ------------------------ 

5 [------- ]avE]os ELA TO 6r o[?--------------------? 

?-?--t-pa]otKara TaaT[Aa?---------------------? 
[------- ] av'r]o[ 6E?OKasv[------------------------? 

[-__---]vov?]?KovEt?[]ava[---------------------] 

g ~---------------------------------------------- 

[------]E?------------------------------------- 
-[ -- - -] v Ti - - -- - - - -- - -------------- __I___ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 

- os [[----]XP [----------------------------------- I 

5 [---- ]bucat[?-------- 
I[- --- ]s(6 O6[ ------------------------------------]I 

[ -- -- -]txYqo[------------------------------------- I 

h. 

5[ - - - - ta------------------------------------]Q[.]A 

-------------------------------------------]bv- 

h.------------------------------------------___](e 

[r? --------------------------------------?]vtar 

[ere]A? a --------------------------------------- 

[. . ..] tropyov[------------------------------- 
[K - -] t - KhE[-------------------------------- 

r..otw']sktav Ta-- [?------------------------------? 
5 [.1.. .]v 'AOXrjatcv [?---------------- 

[..4.,rat'vovs> (44r+to-Oat?-------------- 

1.. . .1 iU 4xo[v?------___________ 

[..]A<EVS[----VI------------------------------- ]- 

[. 0.]XS, a,v a----G- ------------------------------- I 

.4 .'p]j) E [? E] 
a v v...%t.at - - - -- - - - - -- - - - 

10[ . 
.]w KEO/.L 
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.... ]voaV Kat [?---------------------------------- 

[.. Xo]tor xtv[ov?-?----------------------------?-?-- 
15 Li..4]7 rUNEp[av?--------------------------------- 

[..4..]o Kat rps -?-?------------------------------- 

[.. r]pt'rnt i[E'paL?___________ 
[... K]aO' EKaO4T?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?_______------__ 

. ]E6...]EOat ro[?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?--- - - - - 

20 [.]. 7..]oZs9 6[?-------- 
20 ..... I T^]slE'v [---------------------------------- I 

----------------------------------------------t 

--------------------------------------------]Mo 

? ______________--]ovros~ (y b- 
----------------------------------------osa 

r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1 / 1) 1 5 -[? ----------------EaP a7J-oK]TELVJlt E)K 

[7rpovotas- ---------------------------aro]E'rt , 

? ___________________ _____ -]v-os, Tov E- 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - 
--ot[ 

. 

? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]A [. . ] 
[----------------------------- ------- ------- 

FACE B 

ca. 368 B.c.? ITOIX. 

a. - - - - - - - - - - - -____________________________- - - - - 
a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 

I?] &~~~~~~~~~~~~~Eao,4 T. -. .] 

[------------------------] ]\I I [AJ]AVjt [. . 
5 [-?]------------------------ -ao-Oat E[. .4..] 

?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?--]--ap4-v]p[..4..] 

[-------- - - - - - - - - - - ----------]- IrTO b'[Karo]- 

Li,?]r_____________] Epro[..6.] 

[-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ]OatEK [ ..........................] 

10 ]------------------------------]aoo[... I 
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?__._----][ ** 

[-- 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

--]ovK[ ................................ -** 

.-------- -----------------]or[ - ] 

k.~~--- V --------------__--___________________ 

?-------] ov[?-------- ---------------------- 

[------- ]aC[e ---------------------------]I 

b. ~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ------ - -___________________________ -- -- - - 

[--------------------[-------------------- 

b. [----------------------------------------] 

-------------- --po]-L[nav?? ---------------]I 
5 r?I--------ELoF?I-________ [-- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- ]VOLV[ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --] 

10 [------------ -]paxMK[r ------------------ [------------ ]oalT[ -----------------------] 

------------ ] l [--------------------? 

[ ~ ~ --- rp6frov [?-________ 
? ----]vra iai~rF?__________ 

10 S - - - - - - - - -- - - 8]p Xu8tc [a' ------------------] 
[---------- ]Alofe[A --_____________ 

?----------- KaT]OL r - --v-pox?? ------------] 

?-----AO7)va]twvvv t--------?--- 
?------paX/.a]s apy[vp&ov??-------- 

20 [- - - - - - - - - - - -[?]voOv? - - - - ----- ------------ 

F-~~~~~~~~~A1 

[------------]TaTaa[-----------------av-[ 

1. 5 --------------I_______________-__-__-__-____- _ - - 

[--V O.p-------- -A-aL(ov[---------------------] 

[---]a 'AO?)a[?_______________ 
---- AE pXu]Oa[L??I a-------------------------- 

5 [--]s Ka- rO[?------------------- 

[-----OVO-[?---------------------________ 
[--]a[----------------------------------- 
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[--ITf[ ------------------------------------] 
[--]--t]b[M?----------------------------? 

10 [-- ]ar[?----- 

1--][------------------------------------ 

[] ]ar]f'pwOt 7rap[?-------------------------- 
[.o] Er[vM]4dto ?-------------------- orws a ]- 

[Iv n]t b[t]Katorara v[-------------------------- 
[ov']rE [av]roEy o vo[E --?--------------------- 

5 [. .4.. ]M[.]AH[.]OIMI Y[?---------------------- 

] ro[.]s- 6E[VO?-?-? 
- - --- 

[.4. . - -]v14---t b[--------------------------] 

[ ]8~~~tKaC[ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - 

[ . ]os. ',r t]8av n[------------------------ 

10 [.......]Tvy0dAx -------------------------- 
]...po v ar[?EaTro]- 

- v]sbaMtopy[ovsi] 7ro[------------------ - - ---] 

[.]A?E2SI[.I[.]Iz[?]t------------- 
[. . ]tos v 8[.]a[.]ot[ -------------------------- 

15 [. ..5.]a[. 3.]LEpw[?--------------------------?I 

. .]A?ESQIM[-------------------------] 

-----------------------------------________ 

M. [---------[-------------------------------] 

-----]7ra[?-------------------------------? 

?-?-?--]tKa[ ------------------------------? 

5 [-- bpaX]Mv E[?------------------- I 

?------]aros [----------------------------- 

[------]Xpov[AX -------------------------- I 
?------]nKa[?------------------------------ 

[------ ]pqt1 ------------------------------]I 

10 [?------?V[__________'___________----------] 

h. -------------- -------------------------- 

[41 -------------------------------------- I 

VTW[------------------------------------'A]- 
77 'v[oft -----------------------------------] 

wont[ -------------------------------------] 
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5 Wv Ka[?t -------- 

o-ayo[ ------------------------------------ 

,qv o 0[,E L----------------------------------] 
,rpt[ -----] 

v a v [ c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10 'AOqv[?----------------------------------- 
LKa[?---------------------- ------------- 

?f[ - ---------------- --- --- ---- --- --- 

ni. ---- --- -- -- -- -- -- --------------__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

? -]dvrw [?---------? 

?- ]v Y'-ot o[?------------------------- 
?-- ]vLaEro[?-____ ___ 

5 [ ? j---vse v [?-____ ______ 
[-------]arAo[V--------------------------] 

0. 

[----o W]8taro ------------------------- 

[---- ~ ~ ],r o - -O] -[ 
- ---- --- ---- 

?-----------] a -ay[pr?------------------ 
5 [?-- ---------------------------------- 

z. (uninscribed ?) 
j. ~~~~~~(not preserved) 

FRAGMENT DOUBTFULLY ATTRIBUTED TO FACE B 

[T]@[9? ---------------------------------] 
- -- -- - L v]aaypqbv------------------] 

5 ------------ a[-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

---T----------------------------------a-- 7)6?) buinsribd- 

5 bS-[?---? 

v--[------------------------__________] 
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FRAGMENTUM SEDIS INCERTAE 

q. ----------------------------------______ 
-- bpaX,ua! apy]vp[ov? -------- - _] 

- - - - - - - - - -I T(O[ - - -] 

- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - 8%N o[ ---------------] 

5 [?-------------------------------------- 

EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY 
Examples of symbola documents are few, and those that do survive are often too fragmen- 
tary to provide useful analogies for restoration.10 In attempting to reconstruct the sense of 
this document, I have drawn upon the following Athenian examples: SEG XVII, 17 
( = IG JJ2, 46+, Athens and Troizen, ca. 400-375 B.C.?); SEG XVII, 19 (Athens and 
Siphnos, ca. 362-355 B.C.); IG JJ2, 179 ( -Staatsv. 321, Athens and Naxos, before 
353/2 B.C.); and SEG XVII, 20 (Athens and an unknown Cretan city, ca. 350 B.C.). I have 
also made extensive use of certain non-Athenian documents, despite the distance in time and 
place: Staatsv. 482 (Miletos and three Cretan cities, after 260 B.C.); Staatsv. 558 (Delphoi 
and Pellana, ca. 300-250 B.C.); and Staatsv. 567 (Stymphalos and Aigeira, ca. 
250-200 B.C.). The last is particularly valuable, since one party to it (Stymphalos) is, albeit 
at a distance of well over a century, one of the two involved in the document under 
consideration here; thus, judicial procedures developed in Stymphalos in the 4th century 
may well have been used as a precedent for similar conventions adopted in the late 3rd 
century. 

IO The most recent discussion of this type of document are Gauthier's monograph and the unpublished 
dissertation of Ziegler. Gauthier has collected all the surviving decrees, together with the literary references: 
these are listed in his "Index des conventions judiciares citees" on pp. 389-390; the Athenian documents are 
discussed, at varying length, on pp. 157-173. The document under discussion here is to be found in Gauthier, 
p. 167. Ziegler deals with the Athenian documents on pp. 36-65: his discussion of IG 112, 144+ is limited to an 
examination of the role of the xenodikai (pp. 54 and 58-60). The xenodikai have also attracted the attention of 
Velissaropoulos, who discusses them in the context of the dikai emporikai in Naucle'res, pp. 235-267 (see also 
footnote 50 below). 
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OBVERSE, FACE A 

Fragment a. 
This must be placed at roughly the same point on the stele as the other surviving obverse 

fragments that preserve both faces, since it is only slightly thinner than any of them (it is 
possible, however; that the stele, as often occurs, was thicker at one side than at the other. 
Moreover, if I have correctly placed bc in relation to d, this will be an indication that the 
stele was actually thicker at the left than at the right, so that an even greater gap will be 
required between a and the rest). Very little of what Wilhelm reported on either face of this 
fragment survives today: what is preserved is underlined in the text. What survives appears 
to be suitable for the opening clauses of a symbola document. 

Line 1: [T]OV^ 0rTp[aTlyoV?]. 

Line 2: [b'Kas b]E btbova[L KaL UEXE0-OaL? Kara ras avMOS&Xas?] The phrase b'KaS btbovat Kal 8EXfa'Oa (or its 
participial form) is found in several 5th-century documents in which trade agreements are discussed or 
mentioned. 1 1 If it is correctly restored here, its presence may be further evidence that fragment a contains parts 
of the opening clauses, or preamble, of the decree. 
Line 3: apXELv e'. This may specify the time at which the agreement is to come into force. 
Line 4: A new clause may begin after [7rpo]6Evwv. The conclusion of an agreement such as this is unlikely to 
have altered or diminished the role of the proxenoi of each of the cities involved: 12 indeed, in the preliminaries 
to the acceptance of the terms of the symbolai, it is easy to envisage a role for both proxenoi and presbeutai. 
Line 5: For E7rL'ML,a (penalties or payment of damages?), cf. SEG XVII, 17, fragment a, line 22. 
Line 8: EK r7s v rpoboa[L'as?]. Cf. SEG XVII, 17, fragment q, lines 8 and 10 (as tentatively restored by Oikono- 
mides: see SEG). 
Line 9: Kar-ayE[ypay---?], Wilhelm. Perhaps, KaTayE[ypaMMEv---] or KarayE[ypa7rratL]? 

Face A, line 7 corresponds to Face B, line 5. 

Fragments bc and d, on the one hand, and fragments e, f, and g, on the other hand, share 
certain coincidences of vertical spacing, so, prima facie, bc, lines 11-25 = d, lines 1-15; d, 
lines 5-15 = e, lines 1-11; d, lines 15-22 =f, lines 1-8; and d, lines 18-23 =g, lines 1-6. 
The terminology of fragments bc and d, however, does not seem to match that found in the 
other three fragments, despite the apparent coincidence of vertical spacings; thus, although 
the connection between bc and d seems assured, because of the combination of contextual 
and spacing links upon their reverse face, I believe that e, f, and g should be placed 
elsewhere upon the stele. Nevertheless, because the coincidences of vertical spacing do exist, 
I have thought it best to treat all these fragments separately but in the order that is suggested 
by the vertical spacings alone, despite possible contextual links that may appear. 

Fragments bc. 
The vertical spacing of these fragments suggests that lines 11-25 of this face may be set 

alongside lines 1-15 of fragment d. There is a similar vertical coincidence between 

11 IG II3, 6, lines 41-43; 66, lines 15-16; 113, lines 22-24(?); 127, lines 17-18. 
12 See Gauthier's discussion of the role of proxenoi, pp. 17-61, esp. p. 60: "En realite, avant commes apres 

la conclusion d'une convention, les proxenes accueillent et protegent materiellement les etrangers." 
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fragments bc and d on the reverse face of the stele, as well as a probable contextual link, and 
I think that there is no doubt that bc and d belong together, although their precise rela- 
tionship cannot be defined. 

Fragment b, lines 1-3. Only four letters are preserved here. 

Fragment c. 
Line 8: [ 7rL]T.lu[a a7rorTvE---?]. Cf. fragment a, line 5, above. 
Line 12: Or bc? The apex of a triangular letter survives. 
Line 13: [y]Ey[pa1u,uEv---] or [y]E'y[pa'rTaL]? (cf. fragment a, line 9, above); or else fy[yVii] or 4'[YV?qT--]? 

(pledges or sureties). 
Line 15: Or o-vn7E? The bottoms of the two outer strokes survive, neither quite vertical. Pi on this stone is 
sometimes cut with slanting rather than vertical uprights, as, of course, is mu. 
Line 18: [E"rXL,]EXAqra[L?]. These may be the E7LMEXA7qTaL roi T0 ,uropiov, the officials responsible in the 4th 
century for administration of the harbor of Peiraieus.13 
Line 21: A genitive plural, perhaps an ethnic. If so, the subject of this face of the stele is likely to be a state 
other than Stymphalos: this may be an indication that Faces A and B are not related. Alternatively, it may be 
the ethnic of a state neighbor to, and in some way linked with, Stymphalos, or the title of a group of officials or 
of private persons in either Stymphalos or Athens. For such a possibility, cf. Staatsv. 567, line 174, where a 
group of metics is included in the terms of the Stymphalos-Aigeira convention. 
Line 22: [avaypa/']at? ro vI'iftPw-Ma?]. This, too, may be an indication that this face preserves a decree un- 
related to that of Face B of the stele. 
Line 25: 'Ep[- - -]? Place of publication? Alternatively, this may be part of a clause by which certain funds are 
designated as sacred property. Cf. fragmentf, line 2. 

Face A, lines 1 and 25, respectively, correspond to Face B, lines 4 and 17. 

Fragment d. 
Restorations are mostly those of Woodhead. 14 I have added to or emended his readings 

in lines 4, 11, 12, 14, 22, and 24. Above the first preserved line there is space for ca. 2-3 
lines; nothing can be read here with assurance, but there is a possible omega in the line 
above, and three stoichoi to the right of, the omicron of line 1. 

Line 3: The apex of a triangular letter survives, in the fourth stoichos to left of sigma. 
Line 4: P(2ZA[.]ZT (or IfIlZYZ IT), Woodhead. In place of av, one might instead read be: the horizontal of 
the first letter seems very low, and all that survives of the letter to its right is a left vertical but coupled with 
marks that resemble more the bars of an epsilon than the diagonal of a nu. 
Line 5: The right tip of an upper diagonal survives; traces elsewhere in this stoichos suggest that the correct 
reading may be a very shallow upsilon, rather than sigma. 
Line 12: Woodhead's readings support a restoration [V7rd8lKOL E'j]T(OV [EV] 83E0 fr[TflpL'L - - - av ?)L &K7 

TOVT(OV], on the lines of that suggested by A. N. Oikonomides for SEG XVII, 17, fragment q, line 3.15 
Line 13: s 7Tp OT7)ST, Woodhead. 

13 I doubt whether the board of Epimeletai, who, in the 5th century, seem to have been a legal board pre- 
siding in cases of non-payment of tribute by allied states, would still have existed, even with different duties 
(for these, see IG I3, 68, lines 47-49, and 236, line 5?). For rTLMEA7-Ta'L TOVi 4rTOpL'Ov at Athens, see [Aristotle], 
Ath. Pol., 51.4; Demosthenes, xxxv.5I, and LVIII.8 and 9. They are attested as early as 375/4 B.C.: see R. S. 
Stroud, "An Athenian Law on Silver Coinage," Hesperia 43, 1974 (pp. 157-188), pp. 180-181. For similar 
boards elsewhere, see also Staatsv. 482, line 63 (at Miletos); for rTLMEAkqTa'L TiUV 66', see SIC3, 619, line 50 
(Rhodes). 

14 See footnote 6 above. 
I5 A. N. Oikonomides, in A6LKzo KOLVWVLK&WOL ' E7rLO-TrjTk1@1, s.v. ELo-ayyEALa, pp. 2101-2102, restored line 3 

of SEG XVII, 17q as follows: [v7r]68LKoS e'TO [ V Uff/1k(OT7)pL(OL -- -. 
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Line 14: f2[JAH1HI, Woodhead. 
Line 15: TULLOV, Woodhead. 
Line 16: PAIAE, Woodhead. 
Line 17: No traces reported by Woodhead before 0. 
Line 18: A, Woodhead. Perhaps, bpa[X,a' ---?]. 

Line 21: YVX[.]E, Woodhead. Woodhead's "epsilon" is definitely a sigma. This section seems to echo the 
language of the Troizen decree (IG 112, 46+ = SEG XVII, 17, fragments bdrm [+ a?]). Perhaps one should 
restore [fK]Tv4A[W]o[r,t 4" Wov f7rEpov 0of0aA,ov EKKOIjL, yWav eKaTEIpov ----], following the restoration put 
forward in IG 112, 46 for fragments b and aA, line 15. This section of the stele may therefore contain clauses in 
which damages are specified for various categories of wounding of citizens of one of the contracting states by 
citizens of the other: blinding, wholly or partial, maiming, and loss of limbs. 
Line 22: IIA[.]E, Woodhead. Perhaps, [8paXua'S 7rET7-Kovra KaL 8LaK]ooLa[s?]; cf. IG 112, 46, aA, line 14. 
7rpo8I]oo-La[S] seems less likely, in view of the probable context. 
Line 23: AON[.]fl, Woodhead. I could detect no traces of the bar of this alpha. Perhaps, [ocELi]Xov[T]wv? 

Face A, lines 1 and 18, respectively, correspond to Face B, lines 4 and 17. 

Fragment e. 
Line 1: [Tovs] WpLagdv[ovq?]; the bottom of the left hasta of nu survives. In the Delphoi-Pellana agreement 
(Staatsv. 558) the clause beginning at IB, line 5 is concerned with the sale into slavery without authority of free 
citizens of either state. The same concern may be expressed here (cf. also Staatsv. 482, lines 18ff.). 
Line 2: Or [aV]aYLYVWO-K[- - -]? The right foot of alpha survives. The context, so far as it is recoverable, 
suggests that the correct reading is [KaT]aytyvWO-K[---]; cf. IG 112, 179, fragment c, line 7. 
Line 3: Recovery of debts? Cf. Staatsv. 482, lines 33ff.: rWcv be 8LKao-0vTWv Tras 7pa6ELSG ELvaa Ev Kv(w)o&Zt 
pAv KaTa rov v6,uov rov 7TpoeVLKOV, 44 MLAX rtoL b Ka7a rorv v4owQuv rOv Ei LKvO (variants of the formula 
recur at lines 48ff. and 62ff.). 
Line 5: This may relate to the requirement for a pledge or deposit of value equivalent to the claim to be made 
before the judgment of a case involving the illegal sale of a free citizen or of a slave or animal; cf. Staatsv. 482, 
lines l0ff. and Staatsv. 558, IA, line 15, IB, line 9, and IIA, line 16.16 
Line 6: A topographical reference, apparently, but I doubt whether the Attic deme Sounion is mentioned here, 
unless it is a question of defining areas of trade, or other activities, by sea, as in [Aristotle], Ath. PoI., 22.8, as 
D. M. Lewis suggests (per ep.). 
Line 7: OEPEIITP. [Ev] OEpEt seems inevitable, perhaps followed by some form of the verb o-TpaTrEVccE-0at. It is 
possible that this phrase anticipates the procedure followed at Athens after ca. 355 B.C. of holding special 
maritime courts (&'KaL ElITOpLKaL) which sat only in the winter months to judge suits that had arisen during the 
summer sailing-and-trading season."7 
Line 8: Or [EAdo-Oat L pE]LS` a'vbpa[S] (or [To]isL a'v8pa[foLr-Ta^L?]: D. M. Lewis, per ep.). More likely, in the 
possible context of the capture and return of runaway slaves, is some form of the word 8pairrErrq. Cf. Staatsv. 
567, lines 150-159 and Staatsv. 558, IIA, lines 22-25. 
Line 9. The bottom of beta survives. The-restoration is probably 'vvf`0',[o.Ns (or -o;X\v)], indicating the 
maximum daily sum to be recovered by the magistrates of either state for the maintenance of captured run- 
away slaves. 18 See also line 10, where the restoration [T]'V 'p4[pav] suggests a continuation of the same clause. 
Line 11: The tops of these letters are preserved. 

16 This may indicate a clause that offered protection to defendants in cases arising under the terms of the 
symbola agreement, permitting them to offer pledges or securities instead of suffering arrest or confinement 
until the day of judgment. See Gauthier, pp. 194-195, on this point. See also my comments on fragmentf, lines 
6-7 (footnote 21 below). 

17 Demosthenes, XXX111.23: at b A/ELS rOts E4L7ropoLs r7Ov itKwv `Xvot E'Lotv a7ro ov Boq8poikOVOS 
,.dxit rO MovVltXtLvOs, i!va irapaXp a rw wtKaLwv TvXorTEs avaywvraL. 

18 Cf. Staatsv. 567, lines 150-159, where the amount is 2 dr. per diem. For the elided form E'vvcE6/oAXs6 (or 
v)], see L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, I, Phonology, Berlin/New York 1980, p. 423. 
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Fragmentf. 
The vertical spacing suggests that this fragment may correspond to fragment e, lines 

1-8; there is a possible contextual link also. 

Line 1: [ELo-]lTpaTio[rcwv], Stamires.'9 The kappa of lTpaKrop[as] is, however, perfectly clear, though da- 
maged; the following three letters are only partially preserved, as is the sigma at the left edge. The topic is 
likely to be the collection of debts.20 
Line 2: E.g. [roiv rapd'as rw^ v r )Eo^ ro0 rE [apyVipwov iat ro Xpvodov?], D. M. Lewis (per ep.). 
Lines 6-7: o 7/ tct@TrqV a',z[Aa--- a,iO4TE]pot fEvothiKas, Wilhelm (ap. IG 112). The interpretation and 
spacing that I have adopted here derive from Stamires, whose text seems more in conformity with the letter 
traces. For the xenodikai, see also Face B, fragments be, line 15 and also, perhaps, Face A, fragment e, line 5. 
These were special magistrates in several states (possibly at Athens also) who tried suits involving 
foreigners.2 [avr]dOt presumably refers to Athens. a&raX[Xa- - -], if it is the active form of the verb, may refer 
to slaves and their release, thus, perhaps, providing a contextual link with the matter discussed in fragment e, 
lines 8-10. If araA[Xa- - -] is the passive form of the verb, the topic may be release (by acquittal, for instance) 
from a court of law.22 
Line 8: [v{r(or f7r)]qKdWV (witnesses?); cf. Staatsv. 558, line 15 and IG XII 5, 128, line 8. Court procedures, 
perhaps before the xenodikai, dealing with the collection of debts, seem to be the over-all topic of this fragment. 

19 See footnote 4 above. 
20 For the Praktores, the officials responsible for executing judgments for debt, especially public debt, see 

IG I3, 59, line 48; Andokides, I.77; Antiphon, vI.49; Demosthenes, xxv.28. 
21 For mention of the Xenodikai in 5th-century Athens, see IG J3, 439, line 75 and 440, line 126 (in both 

cases, as a source of funds for public works). In the 4th century they appear in the symbola document 
SEG XVII, 1 7a, line 1 1; bdm, line 1 1; k, line 6; 1, line 1 (the agreement between Athens and Troizen), and in 
the present document. Despite the evidence for their existence at Athens in the 5th century, Gauthier (pp. 189- 
192) argues that they were not an Athenian institution and that specially constituted courts were not es- 
tablished at Athens to deal with cases arising out of symbola agreements; rather, the courts employed were 
those normally in existence at Athens. Xenodikai were a feature of the legal systems of Phokis and Lokris, 
where they seem to have been magistrates, rather than courts; Gauthier suggests (p. 192) that the role of the 
Xenodikai may have been similar in Stymphalos, Troizen, and other Peloponnesian states: in each case, their 
function was "a controler la designation des jures, dont le nombre etait vraisemblablement fixe par un article 
des conventions elles-memes." Velissaropoulos (pp. 253-257) argues that the xenodikai at Athens were creat- 
ed to deal with cases that arose under the Periclean citizenship law and that, when the law was suspended 
during the Peloponnesian War, they disappeared as an institution; when the law was reinstated in 402/1 B.C., 

the xenodikai were replaced by the nautodikai. 
22 Alternatively, this clause might relate to the release of those illegally detained or imprisoned: cf. [Ando- 

kides], iv.i8 (whose dramatic date is 415 B.C. but which was probably composed between 390 and 380 B.C.), in 
which the author says: KaLt 'rp'o 1.k6 rMs aXAAas 7roXEtg Ev roisg o-v/ ,z0Xots o-vvrtOELEOa tn' E'66at k7'70'ELpfat 
,L? E bOLL atOy E`XSEV0Epowa &Ea T rt 7Tapa,87^, pEyacO77v Cqy4av E7wt Arovrotsv, MiOEpev. This implies that it was a 
regular function of such symbola agreements to offer protection to the citizens of either of the contracting states 
against arbitrary arrest or detention (as might otherwise have happened in lawsuits involving foreigners). On 
the date of this speech and its authorship, see K. J. Dover, in A. W. Gomme, A. Andrewes, and K. J. Dover, A 
Historical Commentary on Thucydides, IV, Books V 25-VII, Oxford 1970, pp. 287-288, esp. p. 287: "The 
speech is therefore a piece of historical fiction, and as such may well belong to the fourth century and even to 
Andocides himself." On the language, style, and authorship of this speech, see S. Ferrabino, "Lingua e stile 
della orazione 'contra Alcibiade' attributa ad Andocide," StItal 44, 1972, pp. 5-37. 
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Fragment g. 
The vertical spacing suggests that this fragment may lie alongside fragmentj, lines 4-8, 

but both these fragments are quite small, so that the range of vertical coincidences is limited. 

Line 2: [L]ovs' 7ro[XtrTa?]; see, however, SEG XVII, 17, fragment b', line 36: 7To( XJL 
' 

7ToXL7t[---]; the context 
in that document seems to be the consequences of murder of citizens of either state, and the same may be true 
here. 
Line 3: [7rEp'] rov 0 0v[ov?]. 
Line 4: [-T]cl 7t Xp j[mqt?] (a creditor or a debtor: see LSJ9, s.v. Xp Tnq II, 1 and 2), or [avirk]t Xp^ajUOaL?], or 
some form of the word xp 7rl os. 

Line 5: Perhaps [6;Evo]8t'KaL? Another possible reading is at rat'. 

Line 6: A dotted upsilon is also possible in the first stoichos, instead of sigma. 44[orco?]: the circumstances in 
which a plaintiff is permitted to go to law? Cf. Staatsv. 567, lines 1-2; see also fragment h, line 3 and Face B, 
fragment a, line 2. 
Line 8: Some form of the word aoywy or of ayw4yLtoSo should probably be restored here: for the latter, cf. 
IG 112, 179, fragment c, line 8. In either case, transport of goods may be involved, suggesting possible links 
with fragment i, lines 3 or 10, or, perhaps more likely, with fragmentj, line 2. 

Such terms as can be restored with any confidence suggest that this fragment is concerned 
with cases of murder (line 3), possibly with debts arising out of such cases (line 4), perhaps 
in the court of the xenodikai (line 5), and with a plaintiff's right to go to law (line 6). This 
seems to accord better with fragmentj than with any other fragment, but I hesitate to place 
g next toj because so little survives in each case. 

Fragment h. 
The gap between h and the bottom of d is likely to be ca. 11-12 lines. 

Line 2: Ov[Etv?] Cf. IG JJ2, 179, fragment c, line 10: [Xo']povs TEr5TapaS v[VEw].23 

Fragment i. 
The restorations printed here are those of Kirchner (IG 112), based on Wilhelm's notes 

and transcript. The stone has suffered severe damage since it was seen by Wilhelm: I have 
underlined in my text what can still be read today. Lines 13-22 have suffered greater dam- 
age, but from the depressions left where letters have vanished it is still possible today to 
exercise a modicum of control over Wilhelm's readings and also to measure the horizontal 
and vertical checkers. My readings in lines 1-14 confirm the accuracy of Wilhelm's and 
Kirchner's text, except that Wilhelm placed lines 1-5 one space too far to the right. 
Line 1: Cf. fragments bc, line 18, above. 
Line 2: XELrovpyov[v?] or XELrovpyovi[vras?]. Less likely is some form of the noun XELtrovpysg. 
Line 3: This clause apparently refers to the export, at the personal expense of the exporter, of some commod- 
ity; it should, perhaps, be taken with the public service (liturgy) mentioned in line 2. What this commodity 
may be is suggested by line 4. 

23 Gauthier remarks (p. 202) that such agreements generally involved quite small states whose citizens 
envisaged short-term visits to Athens for the purposes of trade or attendance at festivals; the text here so 
fragmentarily preserved may relate to such festival visits. 
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Line 4: Provision for the burial of citizens of one or other of the states involved? This is the sort of duty that 
might fall upon a proxenos, and it is worth noting that proxenoi are mentioned, probably in a different con- 
text, in fragment a, line 4, above. My reconstruction of lines 2-4 is that these clauses deal with the remains, 
material and bodily, of citizens of one of the contracting states who die on the territory of the other: money and 
goods (families, too?) are to be sent home, and corpses are to be given burial (at the local proxenos' expense?). 
Line 5, which mentions the Athenians in the genitive, may be a continuation of this clause, and the praises of 
line 6 may therefore be the official recognition of his services that the proxenos liturgist may expect. 
Line 6: A decree is to be passed by some organ of one or other of the contracting states, perhaps relating to the 
praises already discussed. Line 7 is probably therefore a clause to be inserted in such a decree, citing some 
quality exhibited by the honorand. 
Line 8: Cf. fragment a, line 4, above, where proxenoi and presbeutai seem to be linked. 
Line 10: [EKc rAV Vt8]Wv?; conveyance of goods or persons, perhaps linked with the activities of the presbeus of 
line 8. 
Line 14: [e 7-o6 Xo]Ltrtv xpov[ov?]; some activity to be undertaken, or continued, in the future. 
Line 17. Action to be taken on the third day (after passage of the decree of line 6?). 
Line 18: Wilhelm reported (ap. IG 112) that, after epsilon, the letter sigma had been erased (and, presumably, 
replaced by kappa). No trace of such an erasure is visible today. 

Fragment]j. 
Since the full thickness of this fragment is apparently not preserved, it must be placed 

lower on the stele than fragment i; how far below it is impossible to say. 

Line 2: Before omicron, the stone is abraded, but traces remain of letter strokes, best interpreted as parts of a 
kappa; nu is also possible, however. [E]KoM<L>Ero? (or [7rporE]KoM<L>Ero?) [To E'MU'Karov]? Cf. SIG3, 972, 
lines 58 and 65; see also fragment i, line 10 and perhaps also fragment g, line 8. 
Lines 5-6: Cases of homicide are dealt with here, probably deliberate homicide in line 5 and accidental homi- 
cide in line 6; cf. SEG XVII, 19, lines 9-13, and SEG XVII, 17, fragments b' and d. There is a possible link 
with line 3 of fragment g. 
Line 7: [bo]v3Xosg 7OW E[XEvOEpo'V ----], Stamires (SEG XVII, 91). The first letter, however, is not a complete 
upsilon, and its shaft may extend too high, so that iota may be a better reading, despite the attractiveness of 
Stamires' restoration. 
Line 8: [---]-fEv rot[s], Stamires (SEG XVII, 91). 

The text of j seems remarkably close to that of SEG XVII, 17, fragment b1, lines 2-4: I 
believe that the latter served as the model for this section of our decree and have restored 
fragmentj accordingly. If, indeed, the Troizen decree as a whole served as the model for the 
Stymphalos decree, this observation may aid in the reconstruction of that document as well: 
for instance, the clause in the Troizen decree that relates to homicide appears on a fragment 
that has been thought to be the opening clause of that document, because it is inscribed upon 
a fragment whose top is preserved and upon which there is no trace of a preambular for- 
mula (fragment b1). If, however, the clauses of the Troizen decree appeared in the same 
general order as they do in the Stymphalos decree, the absence of a preamble on fragment b1 
of the Troizen decree should cause no surprise; this also implies, however, that the so-called 
reverse face of the Troizen decree is, in fact, the obverse, and vice versa. 

REVERSE, FACE B 
Fragment a. 

Even less is preserved of what Wilhelm reported on this face than survives on the ob- 
verse face. What does survive is underlined in my text. There is space for ca. 2-3 lines above 
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Wilhelm's first line. This section seems to be concerned with witnesses and with the giving 
of evidence. Analogies are provided by SEG XVII, 17, fragment a, lines 8-9, by IG 112, 

179a, line 15, and by Staatsv. 567, lines 40ff., 58ff. I have numbered fragments k,f, and m 
quite arbitrarily, since the only criterion by which they may be assigned to one part of the 
stele or another is the friable, acid-damaged surface that they share with fragment a. 
Fragment k is the most badly damaged of these fragments, and I have therefore assumed 
that it lay close to fragment a. 

Line 2: The circumstances in which a plaintiff is permitted to go to law? Cf. Face A, fragment g, line 6 and 
fragment h, line 3. 
Line 4: [K]ar[a]/ia[X]XAiL? (or [I7rapaK]ar[a],3ia'[X]jL?); a deposit to be made by the party (or parties) in the 
case? Cf. Staatsv. 567, lines 39-40 and 58-60. 
Line 6: /.tapr[v]pJ[o-a-] or [7a' be] ,.tapr[v]pL[a?]; cf. SEG XVII, 17, fragment aB, lines 8 and 9, for the first of 
these restorations. 
Line 7. A deposit (or a penalty?) of one tenth? Cf. IG 112, 179, fragment a, line 15; also Staatsv. 567, line 58: EL 

E Ka o 0 FEv lTapKara/3aXA[77]raL To E7rL8EKarov, o be FL? -7rapKaTa/8a?*)7JTaL E[7rL]UEKarov, v7raKovWV S 

7TapKaTaP3aXAoFLEIosT [rv] E7rL3Kar VlK7W ra 
' 

3LKav. Cf. also SIC3, 587, line 25: zat 7po[8]tKLav avev 
E7rL8fEKaTwy. 

Fragment k. 
So little is preserved that speculation about the placing of this fragment is of little value; 

nonetheless, its vertical patterns appear closest to those of fragment a. The surface is so 
badly damaged that the vacat shown in line 1 must be regarded as quite uncertain. 

Line 3: aCq, Wilhelm; artq, Stamires. I can detect no trace of the eta, but there appears to be a horizontal bar at 
the bottom of the preceding stoichos, where Stamires printed a dotted tau. Part of the upper horizontal of this 
letter survives at the left; there is no trace of any central bar, so that Wilhelm's zeta is confirmed. 
Line 4: The readings of mu and epsilon are those that receive most support from the surviving letter traces, but 
the surface is badly damaged here. 

Fragments b + c. 
The pattern of variations in the vertical checker pattern on this face, as well as that 

found on the obverse face, suggests that these fragments lay alongside fragment d; the for- 
mula in line 12 is apparently part of an oath formula and, as such, may be linked with the 
partial oath formula of d, line 4. 
Line 2: HPI, Kohler (IG II); -HPI, Stamires. The right tip of the bar of tau survives at the left edge; the next 
letter is definitely eta, not pi. 
Line 3: \ OIN, Kohler and Stamires. The left two thirds of this stoichos have perished. No trace of the diag- 
onal is visible today; indeed, this stoichos appears to be uninscribed, unless there was a central vertical on the 
portion of the stone that is now lost. 
Line 4: Wilhelm (IG 112).24 Another possible restoration is [8ta]8LK[aOL---]. 
Line 10: 8pax/fasj, Stamires. No trace survives today of the delta, but part of the right diagonal appears on 
squeezes of the 1930's. If this word is in the accusative, cf. Staatsv. 567, lines 98-99 (also 139): 4'[7rorELO-a6r 
rpua]KoVTa 8paX</L>a\S! AlytaL`as. If it is in the dative, cf. Staatsv. 567, lines 50-51: [bLKarav 8] Toyv ,? 
irapovTa alUtwaxaTW a aLfp]X[a 8]pqX4L9 AIyLvdatsa avE7rL[---]. 

24 Cf. SIC3, 587, line 25 (Peparethos, ca. 196 B.C.): 7rpo[8]LKt'ap avEv E7ribEKarwy. Cf. also Face A, frag- 
ment a, line 7. 
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Line 12: For such an oath formula, cf. Demosthenes, XXIV.I49-I50, esp. 150: ... OViE b3pa ?E oMaL rjs 

)XLarEws9 EVEKza oVT' avroT Eyc ov'rOaAAoT E/'LoL ov'laAA7O EL OTOS9 E/OV, OVTE TEXVflJ OVTE Ixavf 
ovUEFLa^l....25 The persons who are to take this oath may be jurors, or, perhaps, the xenodikai, or else magi- 
strates in each city. 
Line 13: -7rp(OV. Note that in fragment h, which I place just below fragment d (and thus, if bc and d lie 
alongside one another, just below bc as well), the word TpLr[ov?] is preserved in line 8: the word to be restored 
in line 11 of fragment d might therefore be [fvST]Epov. 

Line 15: See my commentary on Face A, fragmentf, line 7. 
Line 16: 0(44[AIrw]? 

Line 17: Stamires. 
Line 19: Stamires. [8paxpdaL]s is just as likely; see line 10, above. 
Line 20: rode, Wilhelm and Stamires. No trace survives of the horizontal of their pi; rather, the stone breaks 
along the line of a clear diagonal stroke, which I interpret as that of a nu. 
Line 21: 0, Kohler and Kirchner; NO, Stamires. The tips of two diagonals survive at the top of the first stoi- 
chos: their angle and spacing suggest chi, rather than upsilon, and certainly not the nu printed by Stamires. 
The second surviving letter is definitely omega, not omicron or theta. 

Fragment 1. 
The vertical spacing appears to match that of fragments bc, lines 5-16. 

Line 1: YIIO[.]T, Wilhelm; TE?[.]T, Stamires. 
Line 3: I wonder whether this line contains a reference to the goddess Athena, perhaps in the context of the 
oath that is to be taken (see fragments bc, line 12 and d, line 4). 
Line 4: AEIZ-OAI, Wilhelm; [7rLME]AEJL0aL, Stamires. Only the theta and the alpha survive today. The 
surface to left of them is completely destroyed, but traces of the lost letters are clearly visible on squeezes made 
in the 1930's; cf. SEG XVII, 20, lines 7-8: [o be 7rTo?E apXos (?) T W^V iLaiLKacrLWV E7TL]uEX\ELTOA) KaOa7[Ep 
TOlS Kvwdots]. Perhaps [e7rLME}XEZdOaL [be T&O^ ^VLaiLKaoLfWv 'AO?JvtoL --- TOS EVvf apXovTa ] Ka T 

a0-paT?qyov?] (cf. SEG XVII, 20, line 9). If I am correct in speculating that line 3 of this fragment contained 
the names of the divinities who were to be invoked as protectors of an oath, the epimeleia of this line should be 
a duty laid upon the authorities who are to administer the oath, either the act of administration itself or actions 
to be taken against those who trangress the oath (see d, line 1). Another possibility is that the epimeletai of 
Face A, fragments bc, line 18 may be involved (cf. also Face A, fragment i, line 1). 
Line 6: TOv oMo[o-aL - - -?] (cf. SEG XVII, 20, line 18, as tentatively restored by Woodhead). Another possibi- 
lity is [avi]Tov0uo[vs]. 
Line 11: A, Stamires. I can detect no trace of this alpha, but there is a faint horizontal bar at the top of the 
stoichos that might be part of a tau. 

Fragment d. 
A little more can be read from the stone than was reported by Woodhead, whose read- 

ings I have augmented or emended in lines 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 12-16; line 17 is not report- 
ed by him. The restorations are mostly those suggested by Woodhead. This fragment's 
vertical checker patterns probably match those of fragments bc, lines 9-21. This provides 
confirmation of Woodhead's suggestion (p. 223) that "from its content it seems to come from 
the same general area as fragment a (E.M. 7098) even though no direct relationship be- 
tween the two fragments can be plausibly established." E.M. 7098 is my fragment C. 

25 For variations of this formula in Attic decrees, see also IG 112, 111, lines 58-69; 204, lines 10 and 15-16; 
1126, lines 3-12; 1135c, lines 8-16; and 1196B, lines 1-22. An oath of the same sort may be envisaged in the 
symbola agreement SEG XVII, 20, line 18 (Athens and an unknown Cretan city). 
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Line 1: This line appears to contain provisions for actions to be taken by persons, perhaps magistrates or 
jurors, in each city. A new clause may begin after E[KarT]}EpOL. 

Line 3: The traces are sufficiently obscure for a kappa not to be ruled out. In this case, one might restore, e.g., 
K[al EVEv -TaTa]. 

Line 4: o[VTE aAAXot rELooMaL], Woodhead. This line clearly contains part of an oath formula: see my com- 
mentary on fragments bcB, line 12. 
Line 10: If this line actually corresponds to line 18 of fragments bcB, the restoration is likely to be 
[Z]TvM4xxaA[LWv], matching the genitive ['AGzqva]L(v of fragments bc. 
Line 11: [8EVT]epov? See my commentary on fragments bc, line 13B. 
Line 12: [}]aqutop[y. . 4ir, Woodhead. The Damiorgoi are attested as magistrates at Stymphalos; among their 
duties were the registration and enforcements of judgments. Thus, we might restore along the lines of Staatsv. 
567, lines 73-75, which read as follows: [T]as' 8E btLKas Tag KaTa8LKao-0 ELa-aSq TOVS apXov[Tas, E'v A'yElp]aL pUv 

ro[7n]s [ . .?1. . v . Tv]j4acXot be TOVSg bauLopyoV's, 7TEVAaL TOlSq Ta4[LaLs, 4'6@l K]ararLOEofaL 

[7rapaXafd80vTEs 'v TO Ta]MELov 'v TpLaKOvT'aMEpatS. 
Line 13: The same word (or words) seem to appear in line 16. 
Line 14: . N... A. 0, Woodhead. 
Line 16: A . . N. X, Woodhead. These letters are misplaced one space to the right in Woodhead's text; his 
"<nu" is, in fact, a partial sigma. 

Although I believe that fragments bc, 1, and d lay alongside one another on the stele, I have 
been unable to devise a coherent and convincing restoration that involves all three stones. It 
is likely that the preamble to and the text of an oath are contained in d, lines 1-5 and that 
the oath takers are named in bc, lines 9-12 and 1, lines 5-8; d, line 2, however, presents 
problems that I have not been able to resolve except by unsatisfactory and desperate means, 
and, moreover, the gaps between the several fragments cannot be estimated accurately. The 
sense, however, seems to be as follows: "If anyone in either city transgresses the oath (or the 
terms of the symbola agreement?), the magistrates in each city shall deal with them, at 
Athens, the nine archons and the generals, at Stymphalos, the damiorgoi (and some other 
group?); failure to do so shall invoke a fine of -- drachmai against each of them with a 
tenth part going to the gods; they shall swear as follows, so that the terms of the agreement 
may be carried out most justly (and expeditiously/honestly/reverently?): 'I shall not myself 
take bribes (in respect of this agreement), (nor shall any other man by my persuasion?), nor 
shall any other man or woman acting on my behalf with my knowledge, by any trick or 
subterfuge whatsoever; I swear this by - - -; may destruction fall upon myself and upon my 
household if I in any way break this oath; I pray that my prosperity shall depend upon my 
loyal observance of this oath.'" On these lines I offer the following tentative and partial 
restorations: 
Fragment d, line 1: [ear 8' TlS~] f[KaT]E'pwOl 7Tap[af3alvL- - -]; bc, line 10 and 1, line 5: ['A]O jvt)[oL ut'v roV 
EVVzE apxov>ajs KaL To[vs a-TpaT?)yovs - -] bc, line 10 and 1, line 6: [d' be /uA7, o&ELXELV EfKaoToV avTwv - - - 

]paXA[a Kaat TZ EWv 0V TO E7rL8EKa]Tor OO[o-aL 8E KaTa T7E --- ]; d, line 4 and bc, line 12: [ov8E 8 pa 

U'folAaL --- EzVEKa oV']TE [au]rs Eyxo oVi[TE (&AAXXl 7TElOpat OVTE) aAXos E.LoL ovT aXX Ed3oTos ELov, OVTE] 

T'xUvl [OvTE ,.77Xxav7L ovoqutat ----]. It is a counsel of despair to restore d, line 2 as [iiapa b roJsE o )TrvM- 
OaAXoi [rors baytopyoisq - - -]. Another way of treating this line is to assume that these clauses were not set 
up as a contrasting pair (with AEz'v and b') but simply linked by Kal; this, too, is a not very satisfactory solution. 

Fragment d, line 5 ought therefore to contain the invocation formula, unless, as I have 
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suggested above (see fragment 1, line 3), this is set outside the text of the oath, in the 
preamble to the oath process: since two different states are involved, we should, perhaps, 
look for some such formulation as appears in Thucydides, v. I 8.9 (in the context of the Peace 
of Nikias, sworn to by Athens and Sparta): O'MtVVrcV b rTO E7TLXCPLOV OpKOV EKaTEpOL TOV 

,EyLCrTOV. This might then be followed by a pufv - - -, - - - clause in which these divin- 
ities are named for each state. 

Whatever restorations are adopted, however, it is clear that the line length is likely to be 
at least 90, perhaps as many as 120, letters. 

Fragment m. 
This fragment, too, has suffered recent damage, since less is now visible than was re- 

ported by Stamires in 1955. The vertical spacing appears to match that of fragment d, lines 
6-15. 

Line 5: AwvE, Wilhelm; [8pa]Xpi v E, Stamires. No trace of either the chi or the epsilon is visible on the stone 
today, but both can be seen on squeezes made in the 1930's. 
Line 7: 8ov[Aij], Wilhelm and Stamires. The upsilon has now disappeared, but the tip of its left arm is visible 
on early squeezes. There may be a contextual link between this line and line 9 of fragment 1: perhaps, the 
Boule is to refer some matter to the Demos? 
Line 8: qKa-, Wilhelm; r.Kal, Stamires. No trace survives of the partial letter reported by Wilhelm and Sta- 
mires, either on the stone or on early squeezes. 

Fragment h. 
This must lie close below fragment d, although it does not join with it. 

Line 8: TplT[ov]? See my commentary on fragments bcB, line 13. 

Fragment n. 
The vertical spacing appears to match closely that of fragment h, lines 2-8. 

Line 3: The letter traces are confusing at the right edge. Previous editors printed a dotted omicron, and there 
is, indeed, a nearly complete circular letter here; it is, however, considerably smaller and more irregular in 
shape than the other omicrons in this line, and there is also a horizontal cut at the bottom of this stoichos, with 
a less well defined vertical joining it at the left side of the stoichos. This might, therefore, be a beta, rather than 
an omicron, and the reading p[ovAwm-at] might be suggested. 
Line 4: ltaETo, Stamires. 
Line 7: MA, Stamires. I can detect no trace of these letters on the stone or on early squeezes. Rather, there is a 
diagonal stroke below the lambda of line 6 that suggests a sigma. 

Fragment i. 
No letters survive upon this face of this fragment, but its thickness suggests that it lay 

higher on the stele than fragmentj, sincej, although its back is not preserved, is only slightly 
thinner than i. It is probable, therefore, that fragment i was, in fact, originally inscribed 
upon its back, as well as on its front: the acid-damaged condition of both faces makes un- 
surprising the loss of any trace of letters on the reverse face. 

Fragment o. 
The vertical spacing does not appear to match that of any other fragment; its text, in any 

case, suggests that it derives from near the bottom of the stele. 
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Fragment p. 
The letter sizes are slightly less than those of the rest of the fragments that derive from 

this face of the stele, and there are other indications that it does not belong with the rest. 
Line 1: w/, Stamires. I can detect no trace of Stamires' mu. 
Line 3: 7)Oq I, Stamires. Part of the base of this delta is also preserved, so that the reading is assured. 
Line 4: AOYT, Wilhelm; AOYT, Stamires. The apparent alpha has no bar; the circular letter has a shallow 
central dot; after upsilon the lower left part of the stoichos is preserved: in this there are shallow cuts that may 
represent the bottom left angle and lowest diagonal of a sigma. To right of this is the bottom of a left vertical. 
Line 5: Both kappa and omega are damaged, so that in a certain light the kappa resembles a nu and the omega 
an alpha, or even another kappa. 

Fragment q. 
The readings are those reported in IG II and IG 112, as emended by Stamires. 

THE STELE: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISICS 
The surviving fragments seem to fall into several categories, depending upon their present 
condition, which probably reflects the vicissitudes suffered by the stele after it went out of 
use and was first broken up. The differences are such that I believe that the stele may 
originally have been broken into at least three large fragments, which later were smashed 
into smaller pieces. 

The foliation of the marble provides useful clues for the restoration of the stele. As is 
often the case with Attic stelai, the planes of foliation are not parallel either to the vertical or 
to the horizontal axes of the stele; instead, the foliation is slightly diagonal to the inscribed 
faces, from bottom left to top right (of the obverse face), and not parallel to the sides but, 
again, diagonal, from left rear to right front. The lines of cleavage resulting from the first 
breaking up of the stele follow the planes of foliation. 

When the stele was first broken up, it seems to have been split vertically into at least 
three blocks, comprising respectively 1) fragments a, i, k, 1, m, and, perhaps, e, f, g, and n; 
2) fragments b and c; and 3) fragments d, h, andj. Fragment o is a mere flake, deriving from 
somewhere near the bottom of the stele, and fragments p and q are of doubtful attribution to 
this stele; fragment p, if it does belong here, probably derives from the reverse face; frag- 
ment q, now lost, cannot be placed with assurance on either face. 

These three large blocks were broken up subsequently into smaller pieces. Of these, 
fragments a, i, k, 1, and m were first of all separated from fragments e, f, g, and n and then 
appear to have been used, as parts of a single block, in a sewer or cesspit: the inscribed faces 
and original left lateral are in extremely friable condition as a result of acid damage, but the 
broken edges are not damaged by acid, so that it is likely that the block was first removed 
from its acid bath and then broken up into smaller pieces. Since three of these fragments (a, 
i, and k) are more severely damaged by acid than are the other two, it is likely that these 
derive from below, or well to the side of, the other two, and that the block was set up on 
edge, so that part of it was immersed continuously in acid and part of it only splashed. 
Fragment a is the thinnest of all those fragments that preserve the full thickness of the stele: 
thus, I believe that it and fragment k formed parts of the upper section of the stele, while 
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fragment i must derive from considerably lower down, though not, probably, from the very 
bottom of the stele (see my commentary upon Face B, fragment i, above). What happened to 
fragments e,f, g, and n is unknown. 

Fragments d, h, and j formed parts of a block from the right side of the stele; this was 
then broken into several smaller pieces. The subsequent fate of h and j is unknown. Frag- 
ment d was used as a threshold block, probably twice, since both inscribed faces are badly 
abraded by the passage of feet and the obverse face bears a circular cutting for a door pivot. 
Its thickness places it higher on the stele than fragment h but considerably further down 
than fragment a and equally far above fragmentj, which derives from near the bottom of the 
stele. Fragments bc also seem to have served as parts of a threshold block: fragment c, Face 
A, bears a similar circular cutting for a door pivot, but its face is not worn as is that of 
fragment d. 

Fragment j preserves on its right lateral a projecting flange, a feature of the original 
stele. This is probably part of the base and is likely to have been matched by a similar flange 
on the left lateral. The preserved thickness of j, in any case, places it lower than any of those 
fragments that preserve both faces of the stele, except fragment i, and it also has the widest 
margin. 

It is on fragment i that I have based my reversal of the traditional order of faces: pre- 
vious editors have assigned to Face A, the obverse face, all fragments whose letter height was 
0.007-0.008 m. and whose checker pattern is ca. 0.016 x 0.016 m. On fragment i, however, 
the inscribed face belongs to the group of fragments originally assigned to Face B, the 
reverse face, whose letter height is 0.006-0.007 m. and whose checker pattern is ca. 
0.013 x 0.013 m. In the absence of any other evidence, of course, there is no reason why the 
apparently uninscribed face of fragment i should be assigned of necessity to the reverse face 
of the stele: the stele could, for instance, have borne two unrelated decrees, one upon each 
face (as may be suggested by fragments bc, lines 21 and 22, of Face A). Moreover, the acid- 
damaged condition of the stone makes it impossible to say any more than that nothing can be 
read today upon the reverse face of fragment i; or, if the two faces do form parts of a con- 
tinuous text, the change in letter height and spacing might indicate that the mason realized 
at the end of the earlier face that he had left himself too little space on the other face for the 
remaining text of the decree to be accommodated there and so reduced letter size and spac- 
ing. Even then, he found himself constrained to carry the text down onto what had been 
intended as the base of the stele. This is undoubtedly what led previous editors to assign the 
two faces as they did. 

Another fragment, however, the unpublished fragment o, indicates that, in fact, the face 
with the larger script and wider spacing was probably the reverse face of the stele: this 
fragment preserves part of a publication formula. Such formulas generally are found at, or 
very near, the end of a decree. Fragment o, however, belongs to the group of fragments that 
have the larger lettering and wider spacing: thus, if the two faces do, indeed, comprise a 
continuous text, fragment o and its companions are likely to derive from the reverse rather 
than from the obverse face. By contrast, the text preserved upon the obverse face of 
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fragment i is of a kind probably more suited to the body, rather than to the end, of a decree; 
this is true, also, of the text preserved upon the obverse face of fragmentj. Thus, the mason's 
choice of a greater letter height and wider spacing for the reverse face is based upon the 
shortness of the text remaining to be inscribed in relation to the space available for it, not 
upon its inordinate length. 

Fragments b and c derive from a third block that must have been at the center of the 
original stele, between the two blocks already discussed. These two fragments join below the 
surface on the reverse face, fragment c being the lower of the two. The thickness of frag- 
ments bc places them at about the same level on the stele as fragment d, perhaps slightly 
above it.26 What happened to the block from which derive fragments b, c, and their lost 
companions is unknown. 

Two further criteria may be employed in the placing of the various fragments in rela- 
tion to one another: these are variations in the horizontal and vertical checker patterns and 
similarities of content. 

As I shall discuss at greater length below, the horizontal and vertical spacing on both 
faces is remarkably irregular, so much so, in fact, that the occurrence of the same sequence 
of variations in either axis on two or more fragments is an indication that these fragments 
belong to the same horizontal or vertical level of the stone. It is thus possible to argue that 
fragments that do not preserve the full thickness of the stele, and whose texts are not ob- 
viously linked, do, nevertheless, belong at the same level on the stele, alongside others whose 
original thickness is preserved. This is how I have arrived at the tentative placement of 
fragments bc, d, e, and f (perhaps also of fragment g), for instance, upon the obverse face, 
and of fragments bc, d, 1, and m, as well as that of fragments n and h, on the reverse face: in 
all these cases, there are matching sequences of variations in the vertical spacing. In addi- 
tion, there are possible linkages of content between the obverse fragments bc and d and more 
secure links on their reverse faces: these have already been discussed in the epigraphical 
commentary (above). The primary reason, however, for my association of these fragments 
with one another is the pattern of variations in vertical spacing. 

THE SCRIPT: IDENTITY OF THE MASON 
Although the two faces exhibit differences in letter size and spacing, there is no doubt in my 
mind that they are the work of the same mason. Apart from peculiarities of letter forms, 
such as the shapes of mu, rho, and sigma, in particular, the irregularity of the spacing, both 
horizontal and vertical on both faces, makes it clear that the same none-too-skilled workman 
was involved. Indeed, as I have indicated above, the pattern of irregularities, particularly in 
the vertical register, makes it possible to assign the various fragments to one part or another 
of the stele with reasonable assurance. 

26 If, however, my placing of fragments c and d is correct (see p. 340 above), c will actually be slightly higher 
on the stele than d, and, thus, the stele will have been a little thicker on the left than on the right, so that frag- 
ment a will have to be moved yet further up the stele. 
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The mason who engraved this stele employed on each face a different set of chisels 
(wide, intermediate, and narrow), with another, wider set of chisels for such letter strokes as 
the horizontals of zeta and xi and the vertical of phi; he is, however, less consistent in this 
practice upon the reverse face. The set used for the obverse face included chisels of width 
0.006-0.007 m., 0.004 m., and 0.003 m.; that employed for the reverse included chisels of 
width 0.007-0.008 m., 0.006 m., and 0.004-0.005 M.27 In each instance, the widest chisel is 
that employed for letters of full height, thus establishing the letter height for each face, and 
the checker pattern seems to be related to it proportionally, as was normal practice in the 
4th century: on each face, the checker pattern averages about twice the height of the letters, 
so that each letter is surrounded by a clear space of about its own area in every direction.28 
Despite occasional lapses, the mason was remarkably consistent in his choice of individual 
chiseltwidths for specific letter strokes, so that the hand itself is neat and regular, despite the 
vagaries of the checker pattern, which are not, in fact immediately obvious. Apart from 
ma;king such distinctive letter forms as mu, rho, and sigma, the mason had a tendency to 
make certain letter strokes by means of two converging rather than parallel cuts, the result- 
ing letter stroke being shallower at its narrower end, so that letters such as epsilon, mu, and 
sigma, in particular, seem almost to be serifed.29 

On one fragment only, fragment p, is there any significant variation from this: here the 
shapes of epsilon and sigma differ slightly from those found on the other fragments, and the 
letter height seems slightly less than that found elsewhere on Face B, to which I have tenta- 
tively assigned this fragment. It might derive from near the top of the stele, since its margin 

27 Face A: 0.006-0.007 m. Verticals of B, F, E, H, I, K, N, , P, T, 1, T; first vertical of H; diagonals of A, 
A, A, N, X; outer diagonals of M, Y; horizontals of -, T; arms of K (in some cases). 0.004 m. Horizontals of 
F, a, H, II, Q; outer horizontals of E; arms of K (in some cases); inner diagonals of M, Y; arms of Y, T. 
0.003 m. Horizontal of A; inner horizontal of E; second vertical of Hl; vertical of Y. 0 has a diameter of 
0.005-0.006 m.; 0 a diameter of 0.005 m. The ellipse of 1 is 0.003 m. high and 0.008 m. wide; Q2 is horseshoe 
shaped, 0.005 x 0.005 m. Face B: 0.007-0.008 m. Verticals of B, F, E, Z, H, I, K, N, , P; first vertical of Hl; 
diagonals of A, A, A, N, X; outer diagonals of M, I-; horizontals of A, Z, , T. 0.006 m. Vertical of T; second 
vertical of Il; horizontals of r, H, Hl; outer horizontals of E; arms of K; inner diagonals of M (in some cases) 
and S. 0.004-0.005 m. Horizontal of A; inner horizontal of E; vertical of Y; arms of Y. The diameter of 0 is 
0.007-0.008 m.; that of 0 is 0.007 m. The ellipse of 4) is 0.005 m. high and 0.008 m. wide; Q is horseshoe 
shaped, 0.006 x 0.006 m. There is more variation overall on Face B: the horizontals of T and are 0.009 m. 
long, as, in some cases, are the outer diagonals of M (when the inner diagonals are 0.006 m. in length). The 
feet of (2 are sometimes only 0.003 m. in length. 

28 One might compare, for instance, the securely dated documents in IG that were inscribed within about 10 
years on either side of this decree: IG 112, 39-45 (379-377 B.C.), 95-101 (377-372 B.C.), and 103-119 (369- 
359 B.C.). Of these 30 documents, 24 have square checker patterns, of which 10 have checker units twice the 
letter height (IG 112, 42, 95, 103, 109, 111, 112,113,115, 116, 117); 10 have checker units between 1 1/2and 2 
times the height (IG 112, 40, 43, 44, 96, 97, 98,106, 107, 108,118); and 4 have checker units over two times the 
height (IG 112, 41, 104, 105, 114). 4 have checker patterns in which one component is greater than the other 
(vertical: IG 112, 39, 99, 101; horizontal: IG 112, 119), and 2 (IG 112, 45 and 100) are non-stoichedon. IG 112, 
144+ is thus fairly typical of the documents inscribed during the 370's and 360's B.C. 

29 I am not aware that the checker patterns of this document have attracted the attention of any previous 
writer: in earlier publications the letter heights have been given as 0.006 m. and 0.009 m., respectively, and the 
document described merely as "stoichedon". 
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is the narrowest of all those that are preserved, and this might account for its differences;30 
alternatively, it may derive from a totally different stele. 

Even more distinctive than the letter forms, though less obvious at first glance, is the 
irregularity of both the horizontal and vertical checkers, especially the former. Although it 
would be correct to say that the checker pattern of the obverse face averages 
0.013 x 0.013 m., and that that of the reverse averages 0.016 x 0.016 m., the actual range of 
the horizontal register is from 0.01 m. to 0.016 m. on the obverse face and from 0.013 m. to 
0.018 m. on the reverse, while that of the vertical register is from 0.011 m. to 0.0145 m. on 
the obverse and from 0.013 m. to 0.019 m. on the reverse.31 

What is puzzling about all this is that on no single fragment is precisely the same se- 
quence of variations in the horizontal checker found that appears on any other fragment 
(though such repeated patterns are quite frequent in the case of the vertical register), yet the 
mason is consistently "irregular". This probably indicates that the surviving fragments 
make up only a small part of the original whole, and that each of these fragments was set at 
a considerable horizontal distance from all its neighbors. This presents immense problems 
of restoration, of course, since contextual links are few and uncertain. 

The mason's irregularity in respect of his checker patterns is sharply at odds with the 
practices of other masons contemporary with him: variations of the sort found here are not 
uncommon, particularly in the horizontal register, during the 5th century, though their 
frequency diminishes with time,32 but, by the beginning of the 4th century, the techniques of 
stoichedon engraving had apparently become standardized, so that such variations disap- 
pear. I do not know of any other document of this date in which such extreme variations in 
both the horizontal and vertical checkers are found.33 

Since the margins, where they are preserved or can be estimated, show a progressive 
widening from top to bottom of the stele, it can be assumed that, once the mason had es- 
tablished the spacing of any pair of horizontal stoichoi at the top of the stele, this spacing 
would be reproduced throughout the entire length of the document on that face: this, in fact, 
is what happens in the case of the three obverse fragments that preserve the right edge of the 
stele (fragments d, h, andj), and also in the case of two, at least, of the reverse fragments 

30 If, for instance, the mason began to inscribe the reverse face according to the schema that he had adopted 
for the obverse, fragment p might represent the point of change to the new schema. 

31 Here, too, fragment p is an anomaly: if its spacings are not included in this discussion, the horizontal 
range of the reverse is 0.015 m. to 0.0 18 m., and the vertical range is 0.0145 m. to 0.0 19 m. 

32 In this judgment I agree, on the whole, with what is said by R. P. Austin (The Stoichedon Style in Greek 
Inscriptions, Oxford 1938, p. 31): "For the engravers ruled out the stone beforehand with remarkable regu- 
larity, and a measurement of the chequer in one part will generally be found to correspond exactly to its 
dimensions in another part. This is particularly true of Attic decrees of the later fifth and of the fourth 
centuries. " 

33 SEG XVII, 17 also exhibits noticeable variations in the checker patterns: as D. M. Lewis has commented 
("Athens and Troizen," Hesperia 28, 1959 [pp. 248-250], p. 248): "It is clear that no rigid chequer was drawn 
on either face." Nevertheless, it is considerably less irregular than is the present document, while, at the same 
time, it is engraved with less skill, with a "tendency to double-cutting" (Lewis, p. 248). 
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that preserve the left edge (fragments d and h); the exception on this face is fragment p, 
whose spacing pattern is different. Thus, as I have already suggested when discussing letter 
forms,34 this fragment may derive from another, unrelated stele, as, indeed, was suggested 
by Stamires but on other grounds.35 

DIMENSIONS OF THE STELE 
Of the surviving 16 fragments attributed to this stele (not counting the lost fragment q), 6, 
possibly 7, preserve both inscribed faces and, thus, the full thickness of the stele. Thickness 
ranges from 0.14 m. (fragment a) to 0.156 m. (fragment i). It is thus clear that the stele was 
thinner at the top than at the bottom, and it is therefore possible to place the other four 
obverse/reverse fragments by relative thickness, although a caveat must be entered on this 
point, since stelai were not always made with the same thickness at both sides of the stele. 
Since the margins, where they are preserved or can be estimated, show a progressive widen- 
ing proportional to the increase in thickness of the stele, it is clear that the stele was wider, 
as well as thicker, at the bottom than at the top. Indeed, fragment j indicates that the stele 
also had a projecting flange at the bottom, certainly at one side and probably at both sides, 
forming a kind of "false base". 

"Dow's formula" indicates that Attic stelai were normally constructed according to a 
ratio of 1: 41/2: 9, for thickness compared to width compared to height.36 Thus, if our stele 
was normal, its width is likely to have been something over 0.69 m. and its height at least 
1.38 m. Since the horizontal and vertical checkers, as well as the letter height, are greater on 
the reverse than on the obverse face, it can be calculated that Face A, having an average 
checker pattern of 0.013 x 0.013 m., contained over 100 lines at least 53-55 letters in 
length, and that Face B had room for ca. 85 lines at least 43-45 letters in length. Indeed, if 
my tentative linking of Face B, fragments bc, line 12 and fragment d, line 4 is correct, the 
restoration of the clause therein contained demands a line length in excess of 75 letters; if, 
too, fragments I and m are included in this part of the stele, the line length may be even 
greater, perhaps involving as many as 90 letters. This, in turn, affects the line length of 
Face A: if bc, d, e, and f all belong at the same level on the stone, the lack of definite 
contextual links between them implies that the line length of Face A was something in the 
region of 1 10 letters. From this it follows that the original width of the stele must have been 
at least ca. 1.40 m. If "Dow's formula" is followed rigidly, such a width would require a 
height of ca. 2.50 m., which I believe to be unlikely, since the primary function of a 
document such as this would have been to permit easy consultation of its terms.37 

34 See pp. 346-347 and footnote 30 above. 
35 See footnote 4 above. 
36 S. Dow, review of B. D. Meritt, Epigraphia Attica, CP 37, 1942, p. 324. 
37 The Attic document that most closely resembles this textually is SEG XVII, 17, the record of a conven- 

tion entered into by Athens and Troizen, perhaps, as Lewis tentatively suggested (op. cit. [footnote 33 above], 
p. 250), dated to about the same time. Lewis has calculated that the Troizen stele was ca. 0.85 m. in width, 
with a line of ca. 90 letters. If "Dow's formula" be applied to this stele, too, its thickness of ca. 0.165 m. will 
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Although the largest fragments of the stele are quite substantial (fragments a, bc, d, and 
i), in no case is more than a quarter of the lowest estimated height or a third of the lowest 
estimated width of the stele preserved; in fact, several fragments are quite small. Thus, as 
the divergences in checker patterns have already suggested, far more of the stele is lost than 
is preserved, and the gaps, both horizontal and vertical, between the fragments are likely to 
have been large. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The document that I have been discussing belongs to a class of interstate agreement of which 
the surviving examples are relatively few and often uninformative. For this reason, I have 
had to make use of documents far removed both in space and in time in my efforts to recon- 
struct its terms.38 

The purpose of such symbola documents was to enable the citizens of each of the con- 
tracting parties to obtain justice in whichever they chose of the cities involved in the agree- 
ment, particularly in suits arising from commercial dealings. In practice, this meant that 
cases were judged in whichever state the claim arose, regardless of who was plaintiff and 
who defendant, but that judgments so obtained were enforceable in either city.39 

Athens, during the period of her Empire, had concluded such symbolai with several of 
her allies, but many of these are likely to have been one-sided in favor of Athenians and to 
have lapsed when the Empire was dissolved at the end of the Peloponnesian War.40 In the 
4th century, particularly during the period when she was establishing her Second Maritime 

give a height of ca. 1.50 m. and a width of ca. 0.75 m. The extra width calculated by Lewis suggests that the 
height, too, should perhaps be extended to ca. 1.70 m. This allows room for a text of about 120 lines on each 
face. Part of one face is taken up by a list of names, but the length of this list is unknown. Lewis believed that 
the stele contained only one decree. If my calculations regarding IG 112, 144+ are correct, the Stymphalos 
document will have been much longer than the Troizen document; this, too, may be an argument in favor of 
regarding Face A and Face B of this stele as two different decrees, involving two different states allied to 
Athens but having similar content. I suggested earlier (see footnote 8 above) that the Stymphalos stele and its 
fellows may have been set up somewhere where they formed a continuous wall, having the texts of all extant 
symbola agreements inscribed on both faces: if I am correct in arguing that the height of the Stymphalos stele 
was equal to its width (rather than twice its width, as was "normal"), this would place it close to the height of 
the Troizen stele, the degree of closeness depending upon the line length adopted. Moreover, if the Stymphalos 
stele and its fellows did form a continuous wall, this might explain the curious flange or "false base" that 
appears on the right lateral of the Stymphalos stele (fragment j): it could be a sort of base molding at the end of 
this hypothetical wall. The Troizen stele, if it is dated several years earlier than the Stymphalos stele and its 
fellows, may not have been part of this "wall" but is likely to have been somewhere near to it. 

38 Others have faced the same problem, with the same solution: see Gauthier, p. 180. 
39 Thus, Gauthier, pp. 180-181. G. E. M. de Ste Croix argues that the surviving documents "show concern 

not with contractual suits but with what we should call actions in tort or for crime. Of anything that might be 
called 'commercial' suits there is no sign. This does not suggest, of course, that 'commercial' suits were not 
foreseen at all, but it does suggest that they were by no means the principal concern of these avVP,o\aL" 
("Notes on Jurisdiction in the Athenian Empire," CQ, n.s. 11,1961 [pp. 94-112 and 268-280], pp. 109-110). 

40 See the list in Gauthier, pp. 157-166. The only one out of this list that definitely survived into the 4th 
century is the agreement between Athens and Samos, which was renewed in 403/2 B.C. (IG I3, 127 = 112, 1); 
see also Ziegler, pp. 62-65. 
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Confederacy, after 379/8 B.C., Athens concluded new agreements with several states, of 
which the present example may be one of the earliest.4' 

The symbolai entered into by Athens during the 5th century seem to have been very 
general in tone and frequently biased in Athens' favor, thus reflecting her status as an 
imperial power. By contrast, conventions entered into during the 4th century, called sym- 
bolai before ca. 355 B.C. and symbola after that date,42 were often extremely detailed and 
specific, involving lengthy statements of crimes and penalties and of legal procedures to be 
followed in each of the contracting cities. In this, they reflected the diversity of the states 
involved, as well as, perhaps, a growing recognition on the part of the Athenians that their 
laws were not necessarily sufficient in dealings involving foreigners.43 

These symbolai and symbola, so far as we can tell, were primarily judicial in character; 
they thus had some, but by no means all, of the features that appear in modern treaties and 
trade agreements. Their primary function was to ensure that citizens of either of the con- 
tracting states in dealings with citizens of the other enjoyed legal rights equal to those avail- 
able to them in their own city or to their adversaries in the other city. Where the legal 
machinery of one state was different from that existing in the other, adjustments were, 
perhaps, made in one or the other in order to bring the two systems into line; these adjust- 
ments might even sometimes have entailed the creation of special courts or boards of 
magistrates.44 

Such agreements did not do away with the earlier and less specialized institution of the 
proxenia: some of the functions of the proxenoi were unaffected by the existence of sym- 
bolai; others would have been carried on parallel to the activities envisaged in the symbola 
agreement; still others may have been enhanced thereby.45 Moreover, it is likely that the 

4t See Gauthier, pp. 166-169 and Ziegler, pp. 52-61: Athens and Troizen, ca. 400-375 B.C. (but possibly 
later, ca. 368 B.C.? The letter forms, however, suggest a date near the beginning of the century; see A. G. 
Woodhead, "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia 26, 1957, pp. 225-229, no. 85 and D. M. Lewis, op. cit. [footnote 
33 above], p. 250), SEG XVII, 17 ( = IG 112, 46+); Athens and Stymphalos, ca. 368 B.C.? IG 112, 144+ (the 
document here discussed); Athens and Kyzikos, ca. 363-357 B.C., Demosthenes, xxI.173; Athens and Siphnos, 
ca. 362-355 B.C., SEG XVII, 19 (Gauthier considers this an unlikely candidate for the category of symbola 
document; p. 169, note 2); Athens and Naxos, ca. 376-350 B.C., IG 112, 179; Athens and an unknown Cretan 
state, perhaps Kydonia, before ca. 360-350 B.C., SEG XVII, 20; Athens and Knossos, ca. 360-350 B.C., im- 
plied by SEG XVII,- 20, lines 10-12 and 16. 

42 See Gauthier, p. 157 and pp. 189-193; Ziegler, pp. 62-65. 
43 See Gauthier, pp. 189-194. 
44 For instance, the xenodikai, whose existence at Athens is attested only in inscriptions (see footnote 21 

above). They are not mentioned, however, in the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, and this suggests that they 
were an ad hoc board (rather than a regular part of Athenian legal machinery) or that, as Gauthier suggests 
(see footnote 21 above), they were not Athenian at all, at least not during the 4th century B.C. See also Velis- 
saropoulos, pp. 253-257 and Ziegler, pp. 58-61. 

45 See footnote 12 above. The proxenoi would still have served the short-term needs of visitors, would have 
acted as commercial agents, perhaps also as bankers, and would have dealt with problems arising out of wills, 
dowries, and inheritances. They may also have served to make visitors aware of their rights under existing 
conventions and have guided these visitors through the legal procedures involved. In addition, of course, they 
had a political role, introducing official delegations to the governing organs of their states and promoting the 
interests of their clients before these governing bodies (see M. B. Walbank, Athenian Proxenies of the Fifth 
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proxenoi themselves would have been deeply involved in the negotiations that brought such 
agreements into existence.46 

Nor did the existence of such conventions affect the status of metics in either of the 
contracting states, since these were covered by the metic law and had well-defined legal 
rights under the law.47 Nor did the existence of a symbola agreement between his own and 
another city in any way effect the obligation of a xenos to submit himself to the metoikion if 
he wished to stay long term on the territory of the other state.48 

The persons who were affected were thus the ordinary citizens of either contracting 
state who merely wished to carry on commercial or other dealings with the citizens of the 
other: under the agreement they obtained direct access to the courts of the other state, access 
to which they would otherwise have had only through the agency of their city's proxenoi, 
protection against arbitrary arrest or detention, and, moreover, the right of enforcement in 
each of the contracting cities of any judgment that might so be obtained.49 

The cases that arose under the terms of these conventions were primarily commercial in 
nature; many of these, during the 4th century at Athens, might have been equally well and, 
in some cases, perhaps more expeditiously dealt with by the dikai emporikai. These courts, 
however, had a narrow and specialized function, designed to facilitate the trade, especially 
in grain, on which Athens relied; moreover, they met only during the winter months.50 

Century B.C., Toronto/Sarasota 1978, pp. 2-3, on their duties and roles at Athens: the duties expected of 
them in the 4th and succeeding centuries were little different from those of the 5th century). In other cities 
than Athens, the political aspects of the proxenia may have been emphasized less, and, as at Delphoi and other 
religious centers, the proxenoi may have been more concerned with matters religious than with commercial or 
political affairs. For a useful and recent summary of the duties of proxenoi throughout the Greek world see 
C. Marek, Die Proxenoi, Frankfurt am Main/Bern/New York 1984, pp. 333-385 (esp. "Politik", pp. 334- 
358; "Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft," pp. 359-375; "Kultur und Religion," pp. 376-381). 

46 Note the juxtaposition of [7rp]of'vwv and 7rpE-,f[Evr- - -] on Face A, fragment a, line 4 and the likely 
involvement of a proxenos (as liturgist?) in the affairs of a presbeus on Face A, fragment i, line 8. See my 
comments on these in the Epigraphical Commentary (pp. 333 and 338 above). 

47 See D. Whitehead, The Ideology of the Athenian Metic, Cambridge 1977, pp. 89-97. 
48 See ibid., pp. 8-9. 
49 See Gauthier, pp. 193-195. [Andokides], iv.i8, dated between 390 and 380 B.C., is evidence for the 

protection that such conventions offered to foreigners against arbitrary arrest or detention (for the Greek text, 
see footnote 22 above). 

50 See footnote 17 above. At some time, probably around 355 B.C., direct access to special courts was made 
available to all foreigners who were engaged in maritime trade with Athens. These dikai emporikai "were 
open to individuals of varied citizenship. Special provisions were available for assuring a defendant's appear- 
ance at the ensuing trial, and uniquely strong measures would be taken to enforce the judgement of the mari- 
time tribunals. The courts were summary in procedure, rendering rapid decisions" (Cohen, p. 8). These 
courts, however, were designed to meet the needs of the interstate grain trade, not those of small-scale and 
sporadic commercial dealings. Gauthier (pp. 202-203) sees them as the result of a new set of circumstances: of 
an Empire that had failed (the Second Athenian Maritime Confederation) and of a highly mobile metic 
population, in a period of political, social, and economic instability; they were designed to attract large traders, 
principally in grain. One might expect to see references to these dikai emporzkai in Attic symbola agreements 
made after ca. 355 B.C., but, in the very few documents that survive, no such allusion occurs (see the list of these 
texts in Gauthier, pp. 168-173). Similar dikai emporikai may have existed in Miletos during the 3rd 
century B.C., to judge by the phrase Kara rTa'To'V I0'.kwO TVLJ 7ropLKV0r that occurs in the convention entered into 
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The merchants who made use of the dikai emporikai are likely to have come from grain- 
producing states, far distant from Athens, or from states along the grain routes. The dikai 
emporikai were thus a response both to the importance of the grain trade in the changed 
conditions of the later 4th century and to the geographical distances involved. By contrast, 
the symbolai and symbola of the 4th century seem, for the most part, to involve states that 
were quite small and often geographically close to Athens.51 Their citizens will have carried 
on small-scale, sporadic trade or will have made short-term, casual visits to Athens, not 
necessarily for the purposes of trade.52 For these, the conventions agreed to by Athens and 
by their own cities will have afforded much better and, perhaps, quicker service than could 
the dikai emporikai. The dikai emporikai, moreover, did not cover all types of suit that, I be- 
lieve, might have arisen under the terms of the symbolai: certain types of loan, for instance; 
suits for violence or bodily harm; partnerships; cases involving slaves or animals; and bank- 
ing cases. All these are classified by [Aristotle], by implication along with cases brought 
before the dikai emporikai, as well as with other types of suit that would not have affected 
xenoi, as dikai emmenoi, cases in which a decision had to be made on a monthly basis (or 

by Miletos and three Cretan states (Staatsv. 482, lines 35 and 49). Velissaropoulos (pp. 241-248, esp. 
pp. 245-247, with earlier bibliography) provides a somewhat different interpretation of the role of the dikai 
emporikai, and, in particular, following Paoli, seeks to interpret the evidence regarding their seasonal nature 
in a-quite different manner, reversing the order of months in Demosthenes, XXXIII.23 (see footnote 17 above). I 
do not find her arguments convincing. M. H. Hansen also disagrees with Cohen about the character of the 
dikai emmenoi and the date at which the dikai emporikai were heard ("Two Notes on the Athenian Dikai 
Emporikai," The Scientific Year-book of the Graduate School of Political Sciences 'Panteios', Athens 1981, 
pp. 167-175: I owe this reference to Mr. A. G. Woodhead, per ep., but have not seen the article in question. 

51 Gauthier, pp. 204-205. Gauthier terms these states part of Athens' "monde environnant"; propinquity, 
rather than separation, he suggests, was the cause of the conclusion of such agreements. Not all those for which 
evidence survives can be placed securely in this category, however: Stymphalos., for instance, though not very 
distant on the map, is, in fact, remote and inaccessible even today (see E. H. Williams, "Stymphalos: A 
Planned City in Arcadia," Echos du monde classique/Classical Views, n.s. 2, 1983, pp. 194-204, with earlier 
bibliography, to which should be added R. Baladie, Le Peloponnese de Strabon, Paris 1980, pp. 103-108). I 
should judge Stymphalos' agreement with Athens to partake more of sentiment or religious interest than of 
propinquity: we know that a sanctuary of Brauronian Artemis existed in the city (for the evidence, see SEG 
XI, 1107, lines 8 and 28), which suggests family or religious ties with Attica. Williams (op. cit., p. 201) 
suggests that the walls of the city and its orthogonal grid plan can be dated to the second quarter of the 
4th century B.C.; I wonder if an infusion of new settlers, perhaps including exiles from Attica, may have been 
the cause of its rebuilding and fortification (there is no evidence for such an infusion in any of the historical 
sources, however). Military considerations, too, probably weighed in Athenian minds: Woodhead, op. cit. 
(footnote 6 above), pp. 223-224, suggests that this document should be dated to 368-364 B.C., "the period of 
rapprochement between Athens and Arkadia," Stymphalos being probably a founding member of the Arca- 
dian League, which Athens had opposed before 368 B.C.: she had actually sent Iphikrates on a campaign in the 
northern Peloponnesos, probably in 370/69 B.C., and Woodhead suggests that his attack on Stymphalos (Stra- 
bon, vIII.8.4) belonged to this campaign. Troizen, too, though far closer to and accessible from Attica, had 
claims of sentiment that may, in part, have promoted the establishment of its agreement with Athens (SEG 
XVII, 17); also, as it was the closest of the Peloponnesian states, the military advantages of such a bilateral 
convention in the early years of the 4th century were obvious (see Woodhead, op. cit., p. 227). 

52 For instance, in the Naxos agreement (IG 112, 179, fragment a, line 6 and fragment c, line 4) there seems 
to be a reference to attendance at religious events in either of the contracting states. 
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within a month of their inception?) and which seem to have involved a streamlined 
procedure. 53 

I present here in summary my hypothetical reconstruction of the terms embodied in the 
document here studied: 

FACE A 
Title and Prescript (Lost). Preamble to symbolai; process of negotiation and ratification (a, lines 2-5). Rights 
of free citizens of either state in each? (a, lines 6-12). Lacuna. Several clauses whose full import cannot be 
gauged but including penalties or damages, and pledges or sureties (bc, lines 1-17; d, lines 1-6); duties of the 
epimeletai, perhaps those concerned with harbor facilities in Peiraieus (d, lines 7-11; bc, lines 18-23); incar- 
ceration while they await trial of persons accused (bc, lines 23-25; d, lines 12-14); illegal(?) imprisonment or 
abduction; penalties thus incurred (d, lines 14-16); monetary sanctions (d, lines 16-20); wounding, blinding, 
or maiming of citizens of the one state by those of the other; compensation appropriate in each case (d, lines 
20-23). Lacuna. Illegal sale into slavery of free citizens of either state (e, lines 1-2); fines or debts arising from 
this; terms of payment/confinement until paid (e, lines 3-5); clause relating to activities carried on during the 
summer months, perhaps military operations or maritime trade (e, lines 6-7). Capture and return to their 
masters of runaway slaves; sums authorized to be recovered by magistrates from their masters for daily main- 
tenance of such slaves (e, lines 8-11). Lacuna. Action to be taken by the praktores in the collection of debts (f, 
line 1); moneys owed to Athena (f, lines 2-3); actions to be taken by the strategoi (f, line 4); penalties (for non- 
compliance?f, line 5); acquittal (or release of slaves?f, line 6); role of the xenodikai (f, line 7); witnesses (f, 
line 8). Lacuna. Clauses relating to reconciliations and truces, secular or religious (h, lines 1-4). Lacuna. 
Duties of liturgists, perhaps those serving as proxenoi for each of the contracting states, in cases where visiting 
citizens of one state die on the territory of the other: burial and return of family (?) and property at the expense 
of the proxenos liturgist (i, lines 1-5); praise and other honors to be anticipated by such liturgists as a result of 
these duties (i, lines 6-7); duties of ambassadors (or of liturgists in respect of ambassadors from the other state? 
i, lines 8-13); future activities (i, lines 14-16); action to be taken within a specified time (i, lines 17ff.). 
Lacuna. Deposition of securities and pledges, perhaps the preamble to a new clause (j, lines 1-2); homicide, 
both deliberate and accidental, of slaves and of free men; debts arising from this; right to go to law (j, lines 5-8 
[+g, lines 1-6?]); transport of goods (g, lines 7-8?). Lacuna. 

FACE B 
Lacuna. Processes to be followed in judgment of suits in each city; preliminary deposits (a, lines 1-4); witness- 
es (a, line 6); penalties or deposits (a, line 7; also k?). Lacuna. Action to be taken (by the magistrates in each 
city?), perhaps the administration of an oath to xenodikai or other organs of justice (bc, lines 1-6; 1, lines 1-2); 
deities to be invoked in support of this oath in each of the contracting states (bc, lines 7-8; 1, line 3); preamble 
to the oath (1, line 4); procedures to be followed if the oath is violated; magistrates responsible in each city: at 
Athens, the Nine Archons and the Generals (?), at Stymphalos, the Damiorgoi(? and other magistrates?); fines 
to be paid if such action is not taken; tithe payable to the gods (d, lines 1-2; bc, lines 9-11; 1, lines 5-6); suc- 
cession of numbered clauses, perhaps relating to duties of the xenodikai: first clause, the xenodikai (in each 
city?), fines for non-compliance with the terms of the agreement, perhaps also including requirements for 
payment of a deposit (bc, lines 13-18; 1, lines 9-11; m, lines 1-3; d, lines 6-10); second clause, registration and 
execution of judgments by the Damiorgoi at Stymphalos (and by the Nine Archons at Athens?), with penalties 
for non-compliance (d, lines 9-17; bc, lines 19-21; m, lines 4-9; [+ h, lines 1-7; n, lines 1-5?]); third clause, 
relating to separate institutions in each city (? h, lines 8-13; n, line 6). Lacuna. Procedures for publication at 
Athens (and at Stymphalos? o, lines 2-4). 

(I have not included in this summary the measures dealt with on fragments p and q). 

53 [Aristotle], Ath. Pol., 52.2-3. 
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So far as it may be reconstructed, the present document thus includes in its terms many 
of the features that I have mentioned as being likely to be embodied in such conventions, 
although not, perhaps, in so much detail as is found in other documents of this type. What 
has not survived here is any direct reference, except in hypothetical restorations, to Atheni- 
an magistracies, such as the Polemarch, the Nine Archons, or the Thesmothetai,54 nor any 
reference to exemption from the metoikion,55 both of which occur in other Athenian docu- 
ments of much the same date and which thus might be expected to be found here, too. These 
omissions, however, need not be surprising, in view of the fragmentary and incomplete 
nature of this text. 

MICHAEL B. WALBANK 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

The Department of Classics 
2500 University Drive N.W. 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1 N4 

[Aristotle], Ath. Pol., 59.6 (KaL T'a 5v/3,uoa Kvpov^G-, Kat T'ag 3LKav a7ro rvUPd?0wv ELO-ayovO-L), and 
IG 112, 179a, lines 10 and 17. Gauthier (p. 188) argues that the Thesmothetai had three roles to play in this 
context: in the first place, they presented the terms of the symbola to the tribunal that ratified them (much as 
they presided over the dokimasia that validated grants of citizenship); secondly, they had control of the archives 
(in the Thesmoterion; see SEG XVII, 17e, line 5: E'V TC )L 0E[OMUOOEGTLWOL]), and, when a plaintiff brought a suit 
under the terms of the symbola, they judged whether he was so entitled; thirdly, they presided over the jury 
that judged the actual cases that arose from the symbola. I have restored the Nine Archons and the Generals on 
Face A, fragments bc, d, and 1, but this restoration is tentative. 

II For a'TE'?I>Ea ToV METOLKLOV, see SEG XVII, 20, line 11. See also Whitehead, op. cit. (footnote 47 above), 
p. 14 and note 74, especially. 
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